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part to the next.
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_-----------1 PUBUSHER'SPAGE _

fI ChiV\ese Bvdtey·Bies

k ave you ever heard

'the S.IOry. about the
bunerfly that flaps
its wings in China

and causes a hurricane in
another part ofthe world?
I've heard many varia-
tions of that story. but
each illu strares the idea
that even the tiniest
change can produce enor-
mous effects in the future,

After recently visiting
China, I can assure YOIl

thai the butterfly is flap-
ping-s-furiously, The

Ths, Dr,agon Gates IBridgecrosses a 'gorge
,a,pprollim&lely 125 meters abDve the

changes going on in China water ,ofr' 8 YangtzelRinr: InJIJII8 ZOO~.
th water will Ibe faised to, ahsut 10

are having an enormous :metars above wher,s the top ,of tha ibrid'ga
impact on the world. now islands..
Those IQfus in manufacturing should coasiderthose changes
and how they could affect us and our companies down the line.

Most IQfus have known for some time that the butterfly is
flapping in China. But it wasn't until Iwent there and aw some
of the activity my elf that m realized the butterfly weighs about
500 pound .

For example, China has building projects that. dwarf any-
thing ever done ..One of the best examples is the Three Gorges
Project on the world's third langei river. the Yangtze.

Through this project, the Chinese government is building
what will be the world's largest hydroelectric dam. The concrete
structure will tower 61.0 feet (l 86 meters) above the Yangtze.
The 1.3 mile-wide dam will raise the water level by 175 meters,
creating a reservoir from Yichang City in Sandouping to
Chongqing-a distance of 400 miles (more than 600km).

The Three Gorge Project began in 1.993 and is uppo ed to
be completed by 2009. This year, in June, they will be raising
the level of the water behind the dam by .135 meters.

When complete, the Three Gorges Dam will contain 27 ..15
million cubic meters of concrete, more than twice as milch con-

factories, farms, ports and wharfs are being relocated from the
banks of the river to the tops of the gorges.

Also, the dam is supposed ~o improve flood control and nav-
igability of the river for ocean-going vessels, allowing more
cargo to go into and 0111 of central China.

There is plenty of other coastruction going on throughout
China, too. Office buildings are going up like mu hrooms in
Beijing and Shanghai, Those in Be:ijing are very utilitarian, but
the new buildings being constructed in Shanghai: are gorgeous
examples of distinctive modem architecture.

What Isaw of the characteristics of the Chinese people leads
me to believe thai. their level of activity is going to 'continue for
some tirne. The Chinese people Imet and observed seemed to
be ambitious. cheerful. optimistic, hard working and killed. In
addition, more and more of the Chinese workforce is becoming
highly educated, and recent economic reforms have enabled the
spirit ofentrepeneurship to nourish.

So what does this mean to those of us who are involved in
manufacturing in the rest of the worldf It's hard to tell what will
happen when a butterfly flaps its wings,

I know a number of gear manufacturers who have form d
relationships with one or more Chinese companies. Some are
buying their blanks from overseas. Some are importing rough
gears from China and are finish-grinding them here. Other. are
producing gears in China. Today's manufacturing world is
becoming one without borders, Things that happen in one area
of the world can have a huge impact. in other area. Tho epeo-
pie who are best able to think globally today may be be table
to compete globally tomorrow.

In the end. it. may tum
out that the butterfly is not in
China after all. Perhaps it's
ill another region of the
world altogether. Then
again, perhaps it is you who
are the butterfly, and it's the
small change you make
today-including paying
attention to the global econ-
omy-that will have a big
impact on your future.

crete as the Itaipn Dam on the Parana River between Brazil and
Paraguay .. Thai. dam 1.1 ed 12.8 million cubic meters and is cur-
rently the world's large t hydroelectric dam. The Grand Coulee
Dam. America' large t, u ed 9.2 million cubic meters.

The Three Gorges Dam will u e 26 turbine generators to pro-
duce up to ].8,200 megawatts of electricity. That's more elec-
tricity than a dozen nuclear power plants.

When the river is fully dammed, 1.3 citie , 140 towns and more
than ],300 vill~ges will be submerged, Consequently, nearly 2
million people andlhou ands IQfhouse, apartment , businesses,
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_------------1 R:EVOLUnONS, l1li

Gear Technology Launches
Electronic Version

E-GT, the electronic version of Gear
Technology, launched with our
January/February 2003 issue. Feedback
from our readers around the world has
been tremendous.

Within 24 hours of notifying our e-
subscribers that E-GT was available,
nearly 500 of them had come to our
website to retrieve the files. Many of
those who have used E-GT have written

to offer !heir congramlanons ani comments.
") have just received your electronic

version of Gear Technology and wi h 10

express my satisfaction for having all
the information available on my desk-
top. Keep up the good work," wrote the
chief operating officer of a major gear
and drive manufacturer in Italy,

E-GT is an exact duplicate of the
printed magazine. except that it has
been prepared in PDF formal. E-GT

Ipsen Offers a N'ew VariatilD·n of
Automated Heat Treat. Syste:m

A set of rails, a row ofproce s cham-
bers and a mobile vacuum loader make
up the latest heat treat 'ystem from Ipsen
International Inc.

The system's purpose: Allow compa-
nies to run different heat treat jobs at the
same time and move their parts (read:
gears) for quenching while keeping each
gear load at its ideal temperature.

Ready for sale in October, the system
wa de igned to make a company's heal
treat operation as flexible as possible.

Called mult-i-cell. the system call
include process chambers that vacuum
carburize, vacuum harden or carboni-
tride. It al 0 can include lowlemperature
chambers that can nitride Of ferriuc nitro-
carburize,

Muh-i-cell can lIeat treat various
types of 100 e gears. II can al 0' heat treat
transmission and drive haft gears, as
weU as axles.

In a heat treat operation. the chambers
are arranged in a row and the rails are

includes all of the same technical articles
and departments found in the printed
version. It includes all of the charts.
graphs. figures and tables. It even
includes all of the advertisements.

"I have now read the

magazines," says publisher and presi-
dent Michael Goldstein. "Through this
format, we're able to deliver our infor-
mation and advertising anywhere in the

world. We're using £-GT to expand our
international readership."

E-GT is available for free 10 quali-
fied readers-anywhere in the world-
and subscribers don't have to wait for il
to be delivered through the mail.

"Thanks for mailing me the elec-
tronic version of Gear Techn%g'· ...
wrote the general engineering manager
of a major industrial gear drive manu-
facturer in India. "I had no problem" in
downloading the same."

If you'd like to join our growing list
of E-GT subscribers. visit our website
at www.geartechnologv.co», and follow

the links under the E-GTlogo. or fill out
the card thai's bound inside dill; magazine.

January/February 2003 issue online."
wrote a gear specialist at the transmis-
sion division of a major American automo-
bile manufocture:r. 'The quality of the elec-
tronic issue is excellent. All the text and
figures can be easily read. even better
than in the paper edition (the zoom fea-
ture is quite helpful). The uniquely elec-
tronic nature of E-GT is a real plus since
[ can search far more powerfully."

E-GT reaches nearly 1.500 sub-
scribers in more than 50 countries-and
the list grows daily. Many of those sub-
scribers wouldn't otherwise be able 10

receive our content. especially those who
are outside the United States,

"E-GT sets us apart from other trade

INew Iroml Ipselll IIIIelllalillllallnc., Imull·t·(elllndlldl1 a mollU. vlKllVllllloadel (far !thl lira! mv" on rails III
hont of process and quench ,[hllJllbers.

laid down in front of them. Riding the The vacuum loader i the unique part
rails, the 2.5-ton vacuum loader moves in of the system, says Thomas Wingens. A
front of the chambers, Iran ferring gears
from process chambers to highpressure
gas quench chamber or oil quench
chambers.

materials engineer and metallurgist,
Wingens is vacuum product manager al.
Ip en International's operation in
Rockford. IL.
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The loader transports processed loads
under heat and vacuum, so a gear load
can be transferred from process chamber
to quench chamber without exposure to a
factory's cooler air.

Also, as Wingens explains, the loader
can be changed to' any temperarnre in
minutes. So, it can carry a load of gears
at one temperature, then carry another
load at a different temperature.

REVOLUTIONS

The loader's temperature can range up
to 2,OOOoP. Lowering the temperature
over a wide range, like from 1,700°F to

fully cooled down, take about ix min-
utes and requires using the system's cool-
ing station.

For cooling more than 500°F, the
loader is moved in front of the station,
which consists of blowers. The loader's
door is opened, and the station's blowers

A/W Systems Co. announces that it is now a
manufacturing: source 01 spiral gear roughing
and finishing cutters and: bodies. .

II We also can manufacture new spir,al
cutler bodies in diameters, of 5" through 1'2"
at present.

AIW can also supply roughing and finishing
cutters for most 5"-12' diameter bodies.

Whether it's service or manufacturing, con-
sider us as an alternative source for cutters
and bodies.
You'll be in for a pleasant surprise.

NEWII Hob and Shaper IClltter IResharpening
is, now available at. AJW Systems Company

..,.

Royal Oak, Michigan 48067
Ter: (248) 544·3852 .' Fax: (248) 544·3922

force cooler air into it.
Lowering the temperature over a nar-

rower range, like from L700°F to
1,600oP. happens via natural heat loss.
Increasing over such a narrow range can
be done in two minutes, Wingens says.

He adds that processing temperatures
usually vary within a 50-WO"F range.

Mult-i-cell is the latest among a num-
ber of heat treat ystems designed to

process gears under vacuum and transfer
them for quenching without exposing
them to atmosphere.

Other systems for transferring gears
without exposure to cooler air come from
ALD Thermal Treatment Inc, of

, Blytnewood, SC, and ECM U.S.A. Inc.
of Kenosha, WI.

Like Ipsen's mult-i-cell ALD's
ModuIThe.n:n consists of a row of process
chambers. But, ALD uses its rails to
mobilize the system's quench chamber.

The quench chamber contains the
loader and moves in front ofthe process
chambers. Therefore, ModuITherm
transfers gear loads directly from process
chamber to quench chamber.

Introduced about a year ago, ALD'

system ha process chambers for plasma
carburizing, chambers for vacuum carbu-
riziag and chambers for vacuum harden-
ing. Its quench chamber can gas quench
gears. ALD has sold one system.

Available since 1996, ECM's system
consists of two rows of chambers. The
rows face each other and are connected
to a vacuum tunnel via parts 0111 its two
long "sides." Inside the large tunnel, a.
shuttle car moves gear loads between
process chambers, a quench chamber,
and a load/unload chamber.

Called ICBP, ECM's system can
include process chambers thar carboni-
tride, vacuum harden and vacuum car-
burize. ECM has sold more than 55 sys-
tems, in the borizontal configuration
described and in a vertical configuration.

All three systems can be expanded
with additional chambers. ECM's tunnel
usually has a maximum of eight ports:
six for process chambers, one for a
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quench chamber and one for a:
load/unload chamber. Still, tunnel can
be created with 10 or 12 ports.

Ipsen's system can include eight
proce chambers with one loader. It can
al a include up to 10 proces chambers
with one quench chamber. ,(With..nine or
1.0proce chambers. mult-i-cell would
have two loaders on the same track.)

With I.] or more proees - chambers. a
company would need to set up a. econd
system. Out, Wingens says the Ipsen sys-
tem might be kept from its maximum
size by other constraints, like the amount.
of floor pace available for a row of
chambers.

ALD's standard sy item can have up
10 ix carburizing chambers, but the com-
JXUly can attach more process cI1arnbecs.

The number of preee chambe
depends on the production volume per
lime unit and clime ca e depths that II
company needs in its gears. As Wingens
explains, if the gears need shallow case
depths, mult-i-cell can consi I of six
process chambers .. for example. If they
need deeper case depths, then the system
would need more process ,chambers" like
eight, because of 1Clr\~ carburizing~.

Ip en's base y tem-a proce cham-
ber,a quench chamber and a vacuum,
loader-start at $1.2milliol1. Additional
process chambers col 300,000 apiece.

The system can handle gear loads tha;
are 24" wide, 36" deep, 25" high. and
weigh Uoo pounds.

All three systems are ful1yautomated
and include eftware that chedule
workloads for maximum efficiency. The
more varied the heat treat processes and
the tighter the time con traints, the more
hel.pfu\ the software for cheduIing j,ob. I

AI 0., according to. their repre enta-
tives, allthree y tems have uptime of
90% or more.

Since Ipsen fini hed te ling mult-i-
cell in October, it has old the y tern to
a commercial heat treater in Germany
and a captive gear job . hop in China.

Wingens says the system was
de igned for captive and commer-cial

heal treaters serving the automotive and
aerospace industries,

Still, he predict that automotive com-
panie will proces the greate I volume
of pam. wilh.1he system and that their greatest
demand wiH be for carburizing gears. 0
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D·'·' determmanon an,-,
Optimization of the Contact

Pattern of Worm Gears
Bernd-Robert Hiihn, Karll Sleingrover and Michael Lutz

Summary
The load capacity of worm gears is mainly

influenced by the size and the po irion of the con-
tact pattern. A new method was developed that
allows for the determination and optimization of
the idle and load contact parterns in the design
stage. By this method, the contours of worm and
worm wheel are simulated point by point. takjng
into account the boundary conditions of the man-
ufacturing process,

The idle contact pattern. can be derived from
these contours by pairing them together 1n such a
way that the assembly deviations define the posi-
Lionof worm and wheel. The load contact pattern
can be determined from the idle contact pattern
by adding the deflections of the teeth and gear
bodies and the elastic deformations of the bear-
ings and the housing.

Thi procedure can also be used for automated
optimization of the contact pattern. so optimum
machine settings can be found without a trial
manufacturing, Comparisons of these theoretical
contact patterns with real contact patterns of gears
in practice showed II good correlation,

Introduction
The load capacity of worm gear drives is

mainly influenced by the size and the position of
the contact pattern. The actual load capacity cal-
culations according to DrN 3996 (Ref. I) or ISO
CD 14521 (Ref. 2) assume contact patterns that
are well positioned and cover nearly the whole
flank of the wheeL

worm
·lNInllfadUnhll

fit ..
I~" I dlmonllon.I~,CIII*'fl'I

--

Size and position of the contact pattern depend
011 many parameters, like manufacturing type,
accuracy, geometry of the housing, kind of bear-
ings and operating conditions (see Fig. l),

The estimation of the influence of these param-
eters on the contact pattern. and therefore on the
load capacity, requires great experience,

. ormally, the idle contact pattern is checked
after as embly by paiunng orne teeth of the
wheel with contact paint After several revolu-
tions, the abrasion of the contact paint is used to
evaluate the idle contact pattern. AILhaugh this
procedure is simple, it is time consuming.
Furthermore, experience is needed if the contact
pattern has to be adjusted, Other disadvantages of
this method are that the load contact pattern and
local specific overloads cannot be detected. To
avoid this old-fashioned procedure. an analyucal
method was developed that allows for the deter-
mination of the idle and load contact patterns in
the design stage.

These investigations were carried out at the
Gear Research Centre (fZG) at the Technical
University of Munich. Germany, and were sup-
ported by the Gear Research Organization (FVA)
of Frankfurt, Germany, through research project
252 (Ref. 3).

Idle Contact Pattern
By this new method, the contours of the worm

and the wheel are calculated point by point by tak-
ing into account the boundary conditions and
deviations of the manufacturing process.

The point of the worm in the axial sections
and the wheel in the corresponding sections are
described by simulating the final manufacturing
process (grinding wheel or hob). Then, these two
contours are brought into contact in a way so the
center distance and the assembly deviations define
the position of each contour. If this is done for
several mesh positions, the idle contact pattern is
then the summation of the smallest distance
between the contours of worm and wheel at. eachFigflr,e I-Influence paramele.rs on the ,contact

paltem of worm gears. mesh position,
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Calcutatioll of the COli/our of the worm. The

contour of different type of wonn flanks can be
de cribed by simulating the final manufacturing

proce S, which is usually done by grinding or cut-

ting. In accord with DfN 3975, the worm' flank

contours that arc ground include a COncave pro-
file ill the axial ection, an involute profile in the

transverse section and a convex profile in the
axial section. The flank contours that are cut
include a, traight profile in the axial section and

a straight profile in the normal section (Ref. 4).
The grinding disk. [or example, can be character"
ized by the diameter do- the pre ure angle CI.o and
the profile (see Figure 2).

The contour of the grinding disk can be either

described by analytical equations (Ref. 5) or

approximated by a series of discrete points. Here

the approximation by discrete points is used.

The discrete points of the worm contour can be
achieved from the points of the grinding disk by

simulating the manufacturing proce s in a way 0

the grinding di k has to be rotated around the wont!
axis in several steps and sirnultaneou ly has to be

moved in the direction of the warm axis to achieve
the lead. An example is shown in Figure 3.

The advantage of this procedure over the ana-

lytical method is that the realgeometry-c-which
deviates from the idealgeometry-can be taken
into account. These deviations are grinding with a
modified center distance, modified pre sure angle
or modified lead. Funaermcre, modifications like
crowning can be added to this model.

Calculation ,oj the contouT of the ",'01'111

willel. The basic idea for calculating the contour

of worm wheel flank. is the arne as shown for
the worm. Here the final manufacturing process is

usually done by cutting. The hob can be charac-

terized by the diameter do, the pressure angle CI.o
and the profile.

The hob's contour can al 0 be approximated

bya series of discrete points. The di crete points
of the wheelcontour can be achieved by sirnulat-
ing the manufacturing process as hown in Figure
4. Here the hob has 00 be rotated around the wheel
axisin several steps and simultaneeu Iy moved in
the feed direction. An example for uch a wheel
tooth contour i shown in Figure 5.

Because the contour of the wheel is not ba ed
all empirical equation .the influences of rnodifi-
cations on the hob. like increased hob diameter,

center distance modification and lead modifica-
tion, can betaken into account.

Simulalioll' oj IIIe a~sembly,ojthe worm gea»:
During the as embly of worm and wheel in the

'W'W'W.p0'weltla nsm; 55; on. ,com
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Figure d-DerivatiolJ o/,'}Ie ",orm wheel contour by described ill this paper.
simulating tile ,cutllllg process (radial or tangel/tial).
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F.igure 2 D'erivatioll ,0/ ti,e worm contour by sim-
ulating the grinding process.

Figur:e l-Contour of a worm witll ,/1 straight' pr.o-
file in the axial sectioIJ'QI.ld witiJ two teetll (individ-
ual points 01lly SIIO'w.n forMe plarle).



F,igure 5-Contour of one lootll of a wonn wlleel
(individual points oltly shown in aile plane).

shall angle

-+. - om: 1M
,./

.'I' center distance
I~" error

Figure ,6-Deviatiolls from ti,e ideal ".lounn'lg
position oj worm and wheel in the housing.

Figure 7-Pairillg oj the contours oj the teetl. of
wonn alld wheel (individual poillls not shown).

o

distance between flanks
.~ 'li 7,urn ~ '::ii. 14,urn

10 111m

0> 28,um IEI. 'li 28,urn
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Figure 8-Example for an idle contact pattern.

housing, deviations from their ideal position can
occur, These deviations. of course. also have an
influence on the size and the position of the con-
tact pattern .. The most important deviations are
(see Fig. 6):

• wheel offset sb,
• deviation of the center distance £la,
• shaft angle error AI, and
• plane error !!.N.

If the contour from the discrete points of the
worm and wheel teeth are known, the assembly
process can then be simulated by sliding the worm
and wheel together. taking into accountthe afore-
mentioned boundary conditions.

Now the distances between the different points
of worm and wheel can be calculated. Usually for
one pair of points there is a minimum distance Llyo
(see Figure 7). From all distances Lly" Llyo has to

be ubstracted, Distances, which fall into a speci-
fied small range, can now be viewed as contact
points for this position of worm and wheel. The e
contact points form one contact line. Thisproce-
dure has to be repeated fOFa series of positions of
worm and wheel. The individual contact lines then
fonn the idle contact pattern. An example is
shown in Figure 8.

Load Contact Pattern and Specifi.c Load
The idle contact pattern is not identical to the

load contact pattern. Under load, the contact pat-
tern is further influenced by the worm deflection.
the tooth deflection. deflection of the gear bodies
and the elastic deformations of the 'bearings and
the housing, For the determination of the load
contact pattern and the specific load. the method
of influence numbers is u ed. In this model, all
influences that do not depend on the load are
described by a rigid body. while allload-depend-
ent influencesare described by a spring system
(see Fig. 9). The application of a tooth load to this
model leads to deformations at the different stiff-
nesses and therefore to different specific loads at
the specific points along the flank, The load con-
tact pattern is the summation of all points where
the load is > O.

For load-free conditions and ideal geometries,
the pads (spring system) and the wedges (rigid
body) are i.n contact over tile whole length (see
Fig. 9a). This is the theoretical contact line, For
real geometries with no load. (here is a contact
only in one point (see Fig. 9b). In this position, the
pad is still undeformed. These are the boundary
condition of the idle contact pattern. Under load,
the pads will be deformed (see Fig. 9c). The tom!
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The determination of the different matrices can
be done by using the method of influence num-
bers. This is shown a an example for the defer-
mation of a tooth of the wheel (see Fig. I I).

To determine the inflaence nambers for the
looth deformation. the theory of thin lices is used,
For each contact point, one slice is used,

Depending on the tooth shape and the point where
the load acts, the deviation of the tooth can be cal- Figllr:e l.2-.ExompleoJ a load contact paltem
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deformation can be de cribed by a ,y tern of ,equa-
tions, For the determination of the discrete defor-

mations at each contact point and the determina-
tion of the single loads at these points, the follow-
ing equations have to' be solved;

Summation of the ingle loads:
Fbnl = 'LF; = E· r (1)

with: Fbn ::: total load, Fj = single load in a, spring

dement. E '" unit vector, and F '" vector with all
single loads.

Components of a single deformation:

0;* ::::Ogel - OJ (2)
with: 0;'" = Ingle deformation in one pring element.
agel '" total deformation of the pad. and ,0; '" eli lance
between spring element and! pad with no load.

Sy tern of load-deformation equations:
0* = qo F

with: 0,* '" vector with single deformations and q =
matrix with all elasticcomponents,

These equation lead to Equation 4:
Fb = E • q.1 • [0 - ()..]

fI gt!s I

Thi is a scalar equation. where FbI! is known from
the torque. The determination of tile matrix q with
an ela tic components i made by calculating all
influence separately according to Equation 5:

where the single matrices with elastic components
are (see Fig. 10):

cfW for themfhience of worm haft deflection .
.cfZ for the influence of the deflection of a

thread of the worm.
qRW forthe influence of the wheel shaft deflection,
qRZ for the influence of the deflection ofa tooth

of the wheel.
qWL for the influence of the deformation of the

bearings •.and
qGH for the influence of the deformation of the

housing.

b)lreal condition."
no load

a) geometric Ideal
conditions

c) real'condltlon.
"wlthlload

Figure 9-Model oJ th,e mesll betweenl H/,ormand worm wheel: oj ,g,eometri'C
ideal conditions; b) real conditions, no .load; c) real conditions,. with load.

(3)

deformation of
bearings and housing

tlltingl

(4) tooth defOrmation
{worm and worm wheel)

tooth body defonnation
(worm and WORTI wheel)

Figure 10-.Mecllanical models Jor determillanonoJ lile matrix with ,elastic
component«:

Figure .II-Slice llIodel for tile i,ifluence ,oJ tlle deformll1ion of a toolh 0/ a
wheel: thickness a :::constant, -

specific load Fib

mJl 302 N/mm ill Fib > 227 N/m.rn m 227 N/mm ill Fib> 151 N/mm'

[]! 151 N/mm ill Fib > 16 N/mm rn 76 N/mm ill Fib > 0 N/mm

o Fib • 0 H/mm

\

"
/

/
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i
f

load at x, M ;;;;;bending moment at .r, E =Y:oung's i can be determined using Equation 7:
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\~.~.!:..~"'/F =4.4%.
• • -» -" U" -'0.41

~.-- --- H = 0.6

1"\ '" 0' 1"\ = 1'0'

1"\ = 3.4' 11'" 13 ..3'

.n~~~"-!o;~' ,. F = '91 %
U= 00.08
H= 0.38

11= 6.7' 11'" 16.7'

I F= 87%
U = -'0.111
H= 0.13

n=20'

F=75%
U= 0.19
H= -'0.47

11= 23.4'

.r"<"~:::::P"""', F= 59%
U= 0.31
H", -'0.'61

n =26.7'

Figure 13-S erieso] contact pattems depe1lding 011 the traverse angle oj the hob. Jr---------------------------,---------------------------~, !
J
i
i
i
i
i
i
!

Inlet
U<O

H=-1

Figure 14-Specijicatioll of COl/tad pattern according to size and positioll.

culated according the theory of Weber and

Banaschek (Ref. 6). The load P is divided into its

components: Qp. Np and Mpo These lead to a nor-
mal load N, a transver e load Q and a bending
moment M in the section at x.

To determine the deformation in the direction
of the load, the deformation energy is set equal to

the integral over the elastic stress energy. It is:

1 Pw _= 1J " M 2 dx + 1 J>, Q2 dx + 1.f",N2 dx
2 < 2 0 El 2 0 GAs 20 EA

(6)

with: P' = load, w. = deformation in direction of

the load, xp '" length of the slice, Up '" load direc-
tion angle, Q = transverse load at x, N :: normal

16

I! modulus. G = shear modulus. 1= mass moment
I of inertia at x, A = cross section at x, and As '"

shear area at x.
This equation can be olved in the direction of

the deformation w~,which can be viewed as one
point in the matrix qRZ.

The re ult of this procedure is a load contact
pattern as shown in Figure ],2. Contrary to the

idle contact pattern. where the different levels

characterize the minimum distances between
worm and wheel. the different levels of the load
contact pattern characterize the specific loads
along the contact lines.

Optimization of the Contact. Pattern
The procedures described in the previous sec-

nons lead to contact patterns that correspond very
well with measured contact patterns of gears in

practice. Normally. the measured contact patterns
do not have the optimum size and position.

Therefore. an optimization must be done. for
which great experience is necessary. A contact

pattern, calculated by using the procedures

described in the previous sections, can be opti-
mized by variation of the different manufacturing
and assembly parameters. This makes sense only

if there is knowledge of how the different param-

eters influence the size and position of the con-
tact pattern. In the following, a procedure is

described stating how this selection can be done
automatically.

First, the parameters-which can be varied for
achieving a better contact partem-s-have to be
selected. Then, a series of calculations has to be

made by varying these parameters in several
small. steps. Thi leads to a series of contact pat-

terns. An example of such a series is shown in
Figure 13.

From this eries, the optimum contact pattern

(and the corresponding manufacturing and
assembly parameters) can 'be found by classify-
ing the size and position of the contact patterns

using the characterizing parameters F, U and H:

The parameter F is the calculated area of the
contact pattern as a percentage of the theoretical
possible contact area as shown in the left part of
Figure 14.

The parameter U characterizes the position of
the contact pattern in the circumferential direc-
tion of the worm. For the calculation of U, the
center of gravity of the area used for the determi-
nation of F. is used (see left part of Fig. 14). II
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U =::1: ~/~max
Per definition, value. for U between -1 and

+ I are po sible. If the center ofgravity is in tile
inlet area, U win have a negative value; U = 0 if
the center of gravity is in the middle of the flank.
and a position in the outlet area has a positive

value.
The parameter H de cribes the position of the

contact pattern in the direction of the tooth

height. Forthi , the center of gravity of that area.
of the contact pattern i u ed where the mallest
distance were calculated ill the case of the idle

contact pattern or the highest specific loads were

calculated in the case of the load contact pattern.
(see right part of Fig. 14). The restriction on this

small area WEI done because if the whole area i
used. contact patterns with peaks at the tip or the
rool would be classified as well-adjusted contact

patterns. H can be determined as follows:

H:;;;; (I' - ',",")1(1'0 - I',"in) if r < 1'0

H :;;;;(I' - rmln)l(r 0 - 1',,,,,,,) if r ~ r0 (8)
Also, the parameter H can reach values

between -1 and +1, where a positive value repre-

sents a position of the contact pattern in the direc-
tion of the tip of the tooth and a negative value

repre ents a. po ilion in the direction of the root.
The result of thi classification is shown by an

example in Figure 15. A typical position of a con-
tact pattern i in the tooth height direction in the

middle and in the circumferential direction tend-

ing slightly into the outlet area. This mean H
should be in the area of 0 and U hould be in Ihe

area of 0.1. til the example, this corresponds to a
traver e angle n = 20', waich leads to a size of
the contact pattern (parameter F) 'Of 87%.

Conclusion
These procedures were verified by a comparison

of calculated idle contact patterns with real contact
patterns of wornl gears in practice. An example
from !hi comparison.i shown in Figure 16. From
this figure, it ,can be seen that !he calculated contact

pattern correlates very well with the measured con-

taot pattern. Therefore, Ihese procedures are suitable

for the determination and 'Optimization ofthe con-

tact pattern of wonn gears. 0

This paper was Iprevious'lly presented at the
International Conferencel on Gears. held March 1]-:15.
200--1 in Munich. Gennany.Also. th paper was previ-
ously published byVDI Veril!a!llin the Iconference's. pro-
ceedIngs, in VOII r'e,pon.1665.
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Design Robustness and its
Effect on Transmission Err,or
and 'Other Design Parameters

O'ona:ld R. Houser and JonnV' Harianto

ation urfaces. This paper will focus on oblaining
gear designs !hal. minimize these excitations and
then evaluate the sensitivity of some of these
designs to manufacturing variability.

The paper will first focus on the analysis of
two gear designs, one that was exceptionally
noi y and one that was exceptionally quiet. The
transrnissian manufacturer attempted many modi-
fications to the profile of the first design. given in
Table I. No matter what. manufacturing variation
were applied, though, the gear sets were very
noi y. A second gear design, given in Table 2. wi.th
finer module was designed. When installed in the
application. this design proved to be very in ensi-

Live to manufacturing errors. Literally all of the
gear of this de 19n had an acceptable noise char-
acteristic. The de igners were indeed fortunate 10

have come up with this improved design. but the
greater issue was tolearn what was different in the

two design 0 that tills knowledge could be used
10 achieve future designs that are less sensitive to
manufacturing errors. This paper will al 0 pre ent
proceduresthat allow the de igner to determine
the robustness (sensitivity to manufacturing
errors) of a given de ign,

Geali Noise !Excitation Prediction
Transmission error, which results from both

gear tooth deflection and manufacturing errors,
ha long been felt to be the main excner of gear
noi e (Refs. 1-3). Providing tip and root relief to
the profiles of the gear teeth u ua11y compensates
for the transmission error component caused by
tooth deflection. However, there are often occa-
sions when low transmission error gears are still
unacceptably noisy. These occurrences have
resulted ina rethinking of the total gear noise
excitation by con idering two additional force
excitation". one due to the once-per-mesh-cycle
axial hUl!ling of the centroid of the gear looth
force and the econd due to time-varying friction
force (Ref. 4-5). Although the force due [0

these threeexcitation mu t really be added a
vector. in this paper we willalgebraica11y add the
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Abstract
Transmission errors, axial hintling forces and

friction result ill bearing forces that serve as the
major excitations of gear noise. This paper will use
these factors as well as gear stresses and tribologi-
cal. factor to assist in obtaining optimal gear
designs. The de i.gn basis comes from an actual
application in which two different gear pairs were
tested, One 01' the pairs was exceptionally noisy and
the other exceptionally quiet, wi!h the latter being
insensitive to manufacturing variation.

Intl'oouction
The reduction of gear noi e has been a long-

standing goal for automotive engineers who are
seeking to improve thenoise-vibraticn-and-harsh-
ne s (NVH) performance of vehicles, Methods of
reducing gear noise include attempting to reduce
excitations at the mesh by minimizing dynamic
forces due to transmission error or by reducing
force transmis ibility from the mesh to noise radi-

Table, 1'-Gaar IGlomlby for CDII'S8·!Pitch Gear Pair.
Case I Coarse·'P,ilch
Tvpe of gears Pinion II Gear
Number of teeth 21 J 32
Module' I 4.0
Pressure angle (degrees) 2.0.0
Helix angl'e {degrees) 14.0

:1 Active face width (mml 43.0,

Genter distance (mml 123.68
I Outside diameter fmm ' 121.65 I 142.29 I

'Root diarneter fmml 101.94 I 123.41

I
Profile contact ratio 1.'52

I
Face contact ratio 01.83 J

I Total contact ratio 2.35

Table .2-Gear Geometry for Fina-Pitch Gear :Pair;
Case Fine·Pitch
TVDeot asara Pinion I IGea·r
Number oHeed! 30 I 35,
Module I 3.63
Pressureanale fde(Jreesl 20.0
Helix. angle (degrees) 16.0
Active face width Imml I 43.0
Center distance fmml 123.68

II Outside diameter (mm· 122.10 I 143.13 I

II

Root diameter fmml 102.21 II 122.94
Profile contact ratio 1.83 III
Fa,ce contact ratio 1.04 !

II Total contact ratio 2.81 II



first harmonic of each of the individual force as
follows:

Sum of Forces = SF + rEF + FF
where,

SF
rEF
FF

= Shuttling force
= Transmission error force
= Friction force

The evaluation of each of these forces will use

an analytical approach that predicts the load
distribution along the l:ines of contact of the gear
teeth (Refs. 6-7). This procedure accounts for

tooth and shaft deflections, tooth profile shape.
and mounting and m:isalignment errors of the

gears.
Optimal p.,ofile and Lead Modifications
An obviou goal in gear de ign is to come up

with "optimal" profile and lead modlficationslha:t
will minimize gear noise excitation yet still pro-
vide adequate load distribution and root and con-

tact stresses. A problem wi!h designing "optimal" I

modifications is that they are only truly optimal at j
i

one load. In many applications, the loads at which i

ii.1noise is a problem are only a mall fraction of the

peak: load that the gear pair is designed for. For the I

gear design studied here, we chose to optimize the

profiles and leads at 564 N-m of torque at the input

haft. This load is about one-half of the rated load
of the gear set nwas hoped that the modifications
would still be good atload Ie than.564 N-m. A
check: of the excitation value was made at 40.% of
thi load, at 226 -m, In this case, we varied both

the profile modification and the lead shape in order
to minimize tran mi ion errol'.

In order to come lip with an optimum modifi-
cation, we fir t a Slimed that the shape of the
modification would be parabolic and then simul-
taneously varied the starting roll angle of the
parabola and the parabola's amplitude until we

minimized the tran mission error, Figure 1 show
the results of running 400 simulations for the

fine-pitcligear pair, The optimal modification
tarts at the center of the tooth and has a pinion

and gear tip modification of 19.0.5 micron (750
uin.) ..The figure also shows that the transmission

error changes less for increase in modification
than for lesser values, hence telling the d.esigner
'that it would be better to skew the tolerance to the
positive side of the design value.

We next performed a similar variation in the
lead direction and found it best to provide para-
bolic crowning only near the edge of the gear

o·

Figure 1-Varying smmfl,g roll angle and parabol-
ic tip modificatioll.
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AJ:tiVI· Fact WIdth Imm I

Figure 2-Optimum profile and lead'modijicau(JllfO.

the modifications of Figure 2 were establi hed a
the optimum, and the resulting peak-to-peak
transmission error (PPTE) for this modification
was 0.043 microns (1.71 uin.), Although not
shown. the optimal profile modification for the
coarse-pitch gear pair was sim.ilar to that of the
fine-pitch gear pair, but we found that a traight
lead (no lead modification) gave the lowest trans-
mission error. U should be pointed out that each

of these modifications does nOI. consider the

effects of mi alignment.
However. in order to simplify profile model-

ing, sub equent design analyse will use a circu-
.Iar profile modification of ]2.7 microns and a cir-
cular lead modification of 3.8 microns. This lead
modification i shown as the dashed line on the

lead chart in Figure 2,
fOl'ce 8ndTran.SmlssionEnor Resu\ts

Figures 3 and 4 show the effect of load on pre-
dicted nan mis ion en-or for the foljowing three
cases of both the coarse- and fine-pitch gear sets,
respecti vely:

'. Perfect involute teeth (Involute),
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• Teeth with the optima] profile and a circular lead
modification (Design).

For each sel. of gears, the optimal profile has

its lowest trail. mission error near the de ign tor-
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que of 564 N-m, and transmission errors are lower

than the perfect involute's from about one-half of
the de 19n torque up to the maximum torque. The
tran mi ion errors for the optimized fine-pitch
gear pair are much lower than the values predict-

ed for the coasse-pitch gear pair. The circular lead
modification provides slightly higber value than

the edge modification, but not so milch as to

change the strategy of using it in all gear de igns,

Figures 5 and 6 how imilar plots for the pre-
dicted sum of forces. For each of the cases, III

forces predicted for the fine-pitch gear pailr are
much less than for the coarse-pitch gear parr. This

would indicate that the mathematical model'
results correlate well with the experimental noise
results ofthe gear manufacturer.

Optimall Designs
:Inan effort to further improve the design, a vari-

ation of the procedure from Houser, et al, (Ref. 8)
was u ed to urvey a lar-ge number of de igns in an
effort 10 obtain d ign that have both low uans-

mission error and low sum of force • bUI al 0 have
favorable stresses, efficiency, lube film thickne
and flash temperature. In addition. we wished to
check out the best of these designs for their sensi-

tivity to manefactaring errors.
The first step in the procedure was to select

ranges of variable 10 be studied and then run a
huge number of design cases w.itb.inthe elected
design space. In this instance, a two-stage evalua-

(ion was performed where the first range of vari-

ables was developed around the on ginal designs
(see Table 3). Center distance and face width were

kept at the original value for each design.
Approximately 20,'000 de ign were evaluated,
with the main conclusion being that the next et of

design should have higher tooth numbers and the
possibility of Jonger tooth profiles ..The variables
of the econd iteration that were evaluated in
much more detailare given in Table 4. In th.i
case, close to 100,000 designs were evaluated.

A plotting routine has been developed that
allows the user to first plot any deign or output

variable versus any other variable, Curr-ently, we
have 40 var-iables available for plotting. Figure 7
shows peak-to-peak transmi sion error plotted v .

sum of force results for about 22 ..000 de ign .
Although the two variables do appear to be relat-

ed to one another. the low transmission error cases
are not al the lowes! sum of forces and viceversa.
This implies that there is no one be t design based
on these two parameters, and compromises must
be made in selecting the "best" design. Figure 8
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shows the same plot with a portion of the data set
being selected a favorable design , In this case,
the limits were 0.1 m:icrons for transmis ion error
and 67 N for sum of forces.

In subsequent plots. the 386 selected designs
out of a total of 22.903 will be highlighted. Of the
22,90'3 designs, roughly 12% of the designs have
transmission errors les than 0.1. microns while
another l l'k have sum of forces less [han the cut-
off value of 67 N. It is interesting that only 1..7%
of the design irnultaneously satisfy both criteria,

One might ask the question: Which design vari-
able- profoundlyaffect either transmission error or
sum of forces? htlhe appropriate literature. many
authors have advocated using integer face contact
ratio 1.0 minimize transmission error. Although this
tends to be true for gears with perfect involutes.
Figure 9 show oilly a slight effect from face con-
tact ratio. with the few really low transmission error
design occurring at face contact ratios between
LOS and 1.20.111 general. we have found that once
profile and lead modifications have been applied to
gear teeth. the face contact ratio plays only a ec-
ondary role in minimizing transmission error.

However. when we check the effect of total
contactratio on transrni sion error (shown ill Fig.
10), we see 'that minimum tran mi ion error val-
ues occur for contact ratio near 2.9. Apparently.
none of these [ow transmission error designs also
have low slim of forces. since no poims in the low
transmission error region are highlighted. Total
contact ratio also has a pronounced effect on sum
of forces. but the region of lowest urn of forces
has hifted slightly up [0 face contact ratios
between 2.9' to 3.2. a hown in Figure II ..

OUf selection process did capture some of the
very best sum-of-force designs. Had we wanted to
capture more of the best tran mission error designs.
we would have bad to change our selection criteria
by increasing the level of the sum of forces used in
the selection process, From Figure 12. we see that
there is a1 0 a region for minimum sum of forces
around the profile contact ratio of 1.65.

One should be cautioned on rwo front before
making global conclusions regarding this infor-
mation:
L) Even at the contact ratios that give minimum

'8'lIle J--IF,irst Set of Design! Par,ametll'fs.
Levels Range' 01Variables

I
Gear ratio 1.078-1.192
Pinion teeth 25-32
Pressure angle (degr,eesl 3 18-22
Helix 8ngle (degr,eesl

I

5 12-i20
Center distance ratio 2 0.968-1.036
Hob lengthx module 2 2.35-2.55
Tip relief (mm) I 1

I
0.0127

Tabl'e4-Second :5111of !lJesign Parameters.
Levels Range of Variables

Gear ratio 1.078-1.192:
28-33Pinion teeth

!Pressure,angle (degrees)
IHelix angle !Idegrees)
Center distance ratio
Hob length x module

I Tip relief {mm)

3 18-22
4 16-22
5 0.968-1.036
3 2.3_ 2.55
3 0.0114-0.0140

Peak·le-Peak TIE II,tm)
1

0.1:: :

0.01 -1---+-- ..........---+------- ...........------+----1
,0 1,00 20,0

SlllT1 01 Forces (N)
300

Figure 7-Tr.ansmission error VS. slim of force
results for second design parameters.

pw·to·Peek TIE (11m)
1

0.1

0.01 +---+--------+----+-.-01
o 100 2,0,0 JOO

Sum of Forces IN)
Figur,e 8-Selection of "Best" 386 rllllso! the sec-
ond design parameters.
mum" range may be unique to a given design
specification.

Figure 13 shows that the contact stresses seem
to be highly dependent on the profile contact ratio.

values, there are still many more designs that give again with a best range appearing in the 1.5-11.8
unacceptable value . so simply . electing a. total contact ratio range. The sire e are relatively low
contact ratio. near 2.9' or 3.0 does 1101 guarantee low because we did our design evaluation at roughly
transmission error or urn of force . 50% of design torque. but we feel that there would
2.) Tile actual value' of contact ratio that minimize be few changes in the trends if we were 10 re-eval-
the noiseexcitations may change when we elect uate 'thede ign at the de ign torque, Also of inter-
new design variable ranges, o each of the e "opti- e t is the fact that most of our selected designs
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have relatively low contact stresses.
This is not the case for root stresses that are !

I
hown in Figure 14, where we see that pinion bend- i

.ing Ires e of the elected design are pretty much
in the middle region of 'the stress range. However,
if minimum stress is an important design criterion"
it could have been used in the selection process,

p.elIk,·to-PelIk, T E Uunl
11:

nm~I~+-~~~+-~~~~~~~
:0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 11.3' 1..4 11.5 1.6

IF~ CorecI' FI'~o
Figure 9-Effecl of/ace contact ra/io on ,l7a.flsmis·
siim e71'01'for th« second deSIgn parameters.

Peo!k-to-Peak IE 1Iun]
1. ..

... " '.. ..' ,," .. , ~ , .~ .
O.m ----

2.2 2.4 2.6 2.'8 3.0 J.2 3.4 16
Tolal Cor-jacilRatio

F.igllrel()-Effect of total contact ratio on tra-nsmis·
sion error for the seeond set of design parameters.

1001:::::::::: .....

O~~~~~-+~~~~~~~
2.2 2.4 2.6 2.9 3.01 3.2 14 as

I otaliCooact, Ratio
Figure U-Effect of tota.1 COlltact ralio on SU11I of
forces Jor the ec07ld et of desigfl parameters.

lXI,····· ..
I

- - I2Ill ......

100
IO~~i-+--+-~~- _

1.01 1.2 1.4 11.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4
Prctie GOIltact Ratio

F~gur-e12-.Eflect ofproJiI'e eomact ratio on sum ,of
foree .for tile second set of design param.el41rs..

but some compromi e regarding transmission
error and other factor would have had to be
made in order to cbtain truly low stresses.

Finally, !ltela I. re pon e variable we shall

look at is nash temperature, which is hown
plotled v . profile contact ratio in Figure ]5.

Again our elected designs seem to have rela-
tively low flash temperatures. The lowest flash

temperatures tend to occu.r fer gears with the

lowest profile contact ratio. but the highest flash

temperatures also occurred for these contact
ratios. The range of fla h temperatures of the

designs tends to become narrower as profile
contact ratio increa es.

Manufacturtng Robustness
The manufacturer's experimental evidence

indicated that the coarse-pitch gear pair tended to
be noisy for all manufactured tooth profiles and
the fine-pitch gear pair tended to be insensitive to
manufacturing variation, Consequently, we set
out to perform simulations that emulated the

effects of manufacturing variation for both the
manufactured geometries and the "best" of the

selected geometrie of the previous figures.
Now, however, we expanded our base of de igns

by repeating the runs of the previous figures and
byex panding OUI range of t.ip relief amplitudes to

three levels.
A special analysis procedure was developed,

where the following errors were deemed to be
simple repre entations of manufacturing errors
that might happen in practice;

• Profile slope error (often called pressure angle
error),

.' Profile curvature error (crown-type error),
'. Lead slope error (also incorporales misalign-
ment effects), and
'. Lead curvature error (lead crown error).

The load distribution simulation program has
a module that allows one 10 input the standard

deviation for each of the errors. Then the errors
are randomly amp led from a normal distri-

bution. The user either supplies standard devia-

tions or may enter the AGMA values (Ref. 9). We
feel this procedure is very representative of gears.

that are randomly selected from production. In

each ca e, 50 computer simulations were made
using randomly selected profiles and leads wi.lh
each of the four manufacturing variations having

a standard deviation of 2.5 microns.
Figure 1.6 show a plot oflhe transrni sian

error robustness results. and Figure .I7ltews a
similar plot for urn of forces for the 30/35 tooth
pair of Table 2 u ing circular profile and circular
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lead, Gene:ral conclu ions from Figures 16 and 17
arethat the error band tends to be narrowe t. near
the torque used to optimize tile transmission
error, Sometimes using manufacturing deviation
actually results in a slightly better design because
the new type of profile modifications might
stumble onto a more optimum type of modifica-
tion hape, For instance, providing a slight
amount of pres ure angle error might improve
one ofthe response variables. such as transmis-
ion error or contact stress. Similar plots were

made for stresses, flash 'temperature, efficiency
and filmlhick.ness inl order to determine the
effects of manufacturing variability on the many
response variable of a given design.

Table 5 show a summary of the robustness
analysis for 10 different designs as follow:
a) The two manufacturer' , designs given in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively;
b) The Iowest transmi sion error design and the
lowe !. sum of force design;
c) Two similar designs that were proclaimed
"best," based not only 011 noise excitation, but
also including flash temperature, efficiency, lube
film thickne s and root and contact stresse ;
d) The best high contact ratio design; and
e) 'Three other "good" de ign .

There isa lot of data in the table, so only the
highlights win be w.s.ell sed. The firsa J 2 row
present general design information. CD Enlarge-
ment indicates whether the de ign is operating on
standard centers (] .0), enlarged centers (> ~.0) or
contracted centers « 1.0). Tool height indicates
the length of the rack u ed to create the involute
tooth. Fun radius cutters are u ed in evaluating
the root stre ses,

TE at 564 N-m indicate the transmission
error at the design torque. ate thai the "new"
design has much lower transmission error than
the original design, but that most of the addi-
tional design have similar Of lower transmis-
sion errors. The robust average is the mean
value of tram mi ion error for the 50 robustnes
runs when evaluated at the design load. It is
interesting to note that the "new" de ign isthe
best of the group in thi regard. The robu t max-
imum is the worst case value coming from the
50 run . Again the "new" design eems excep-
tional in this regard.

The next three rows show similar results for
the sum of forces. However, now some of the
other designs exhibit much better characteristics
than the "new" de ign.

Contact Stres; IMP.!!
100ll- . ... . .. . , " , .

950

801l·=-===---
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0i 2.2 2.4 i

Profile Contact Ratio
Figure .13-EfJect ~fprofile cOlltact ratio on: the
contact stresses for the second set of,desiglJ par.otn-
eters,

Pin.ion Bending Stress (MPa)
250 , ,

I150
1

, .

I· ..
100:11-' -+- __ -I-+-__ -"'!"_!_-+- _+__~

11.0 1.2 1.4 1.6, 11:6 2.0 .2.2' 2.41'
Profile Contact Ratio

Figure lil-Effect of proflleconlact rauo 011 ,tile
piniol.1 bending stresses for tile second' setaf design
parameters.

Flash 1empelatwe (degC)

,
•••••••••••••• ~I •• ~ ••••••••••••• ~ •• ~ • -

1.0 1.21.4 1.6 ta 2,(12.2' 2.4
Profile COI'Itad Ratio

Figure 15-Effectof profile cmUo.ct.rano on the
flosll ternp.erature for the econd et of de ignpa.
rameters.
values recorded for the worst or the 50 test cases.
Here, the "best" designs have very low contact
stresse and the high contact ratio set has
extremely high contact stress for its worst case
errors.

The next three rows are all factors related to
sliding velocity, namely: flash temperature, film
thickness and percent of energy los . Each is an
average value of the 50 test cases, but data is also
available for "maximum" values. One of the rea-
sons the two "best" designs were selected is that
they are equivalent to most other designs in terms
of noise excitation and stresses, but have very
good levels of these three values, The highcon-
tact ratio set does not have acceptable levels of

The next three rows are the maximum stress these variable ..
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Table S-Summ8ry of Robustness, Anal:ysis of III IDifferent ,Designs. ill

"New' Low Sum 'Best" I Similar High "Good" "Good" "Good-
'Original Design LowTE of Forces Desi n Design 'Contact RaliD Design Design, Design

Identifier 27/30 I-;3l)!3S 43017 61685 418355 I 61USS 620425 511385 74429 S~YIPinlOnJe81h -1.1_. _ l-:aiJ 2!1 2!1 11 11 33 3<' 32
Gear Teeth 32 J5 34 33 37 37 39 J5 ss 33 I

Pressure Anoia Ideoreesl 20 20.7 20 18
,

20 20 18 18 20 20
Helix Angleldegrees) 14 16 18 22 22 2Z 22 18, 1S 22
Module~. 4,00 3.63 3.79 3,60 3,18 , 3.18 3.26 3.42 3.42 3.69

I Profile Contact.iRatio 1:52 1.83 J IJ7 1.66 1.62 1.62 2,19 1.74 1.81 1.63
I feee Conte ct Ratio 0.83 1.04

"

1.12 1.42 1.61 1.61 1.51 1.24 1.08 1.39
Total Contact Ratio 2.35 _2,87 __ I-].B9 3,,08 3.23 ~23 3.76 .2.98 2,89 3.03:___
CD IEiilarllemenl 1'.011-' - 1.008 0,987 1.028 ,;~ 1.030 0,916

- -4027 1.001 1.001
- -

Tool Hei~ht 2.41 2.16 I 2.55 2.75 2.15 2.75 2.15 2.75 2.15 -·Wr-i'1iiillelfe Imlcrons] 1l-lIL 12.70 12.70 11,43 12.70 11,43 11.43 12.70 12.70'- II
If'!".lUIJ m u,6Oi!_ D,054 _oms- o,wr 0,044 ~oli~- _o,02,!l_ -q.lJl!O- _O.028~_' _O~[f.J2..
liTE ~~~~g. l~mJ 0.67 -0.13 0.15 0.18 0,14 0,13 0,21 0,13 0.22--
TE Rob" Max.ljJrTiJ' 1.26 0,29 0,40 O.~5 O,~ 0,38 0.40 0,57 0,32 0.60
!Sum of ;Forces (Nt 263~:l- 88,8 90.1 ~_26.!_ 38.9 _32.!-\ _53}_ -:'9.~~ 77.9 33,2

E I~um of !Forces Rob .• Avg. ~ 299.9 1108.6 12T.9 59,0 73.9 68.8 74.9 , 75:5 --wz.7-- 7~
-z Su m of forces Rob., Ma~. IN] 637.4 I 185.6 207.8 168.5 172.9 ~~.7 1511.5 171.6 H5.8 181.0

~ , Max. Contact Stress IMPe! 967 I 1014 1109 964 883 873 I 1504 I 902 908 926
Max. Pinion Stress IMP.al 203 189 172 180 180 178 I 224 164 174 1 182
Max, Gear StreruMPal I ne --.175 183 22L- ~~- [-'312 221 172 175 '- 182 -

I~.g. Film Thickness 1YmL- , 0.26- 0.24-' 0.17 0,22 0.3~_ 0.09 f-0.32 _ 0.26 0.29
~~rlaSh Temperature1°cr ---151 159, 176 1 17ti 128 133 223

-

132 146 151
Av .Psre entLoss n,t2- -O,!!4 0.79 0,88-. - 0:71- r-O.71 0.79 0,88 0.50 OJ5

wE TERob.,A\lU_mJ. ___ 0,52 0,44 0,50 , 0,.48 0.49 0.41 , 0.15 0,59 0.47' 1 0,66,
N.

I I,NZ SUlJ"Lol Forces Rob. Avo. [NT L 330,2 133,2 130,9 120,2 163,1 146,2 I 59.3 129,2 121.3 I 135.7

Finally. the last two row . bow the average
values of transmission error and urn.of forces at
a lower load of 226 N-m, which i. more typical
of the noi y application load for these gears .
Here. the high contact ratio et seems to hine .
having by far the lowest mean values of trans-

mission error and sum of forces. It is intere ling
that our "best" design are not 0 good in the e
features and the "new" design is quite good.

Summary
Inlhis paper, we have developed a procedure

that. allows the incorporation of manufacturing

variability into the gear de ign process. AILhough
our main focus has been on gear noise excita-
lions, the procedure also allows one to determine

the effects of manufacturing variability all other
design re ponses, uch as root and contact stress-
es and various scoring indices. Two examples
were used to demonstrate !.he procedure: one

gear set that has been known to be noisy and a
econd that was known to be quiet. In addition,. a

procedure has been presented for evaluating
numcmus different gear geometries for the 'arne

application, The predictions how that many
de ign with far differing geometries can provide
"good" de igns. How one weighs the many fac-
tors used to assess a de ign wiIJ dictate which of
the many good designs might be selected.
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When lots of little things
mesh ...

of the modeling procedures. used for the gear
analyses presented in this paper. 0

This paper was previously presens.edl at the
Int,ernatiion!a,1 Conference ,on Mechanical
1!ransmissions, thongqing, China, .April !i-'9.
20011.
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IIII IHIEATTREATINIG _

Selection for High Performance Gears
Gerald J. Wall

lntrodoction
The selection of the heat treat process

and thecongruent material required for
high performance gears can become very
involved.

A wide variety of options are avail~
able, and many issues must be consid-
ered. The application requirements mu t

take into consideration the service condi-

necessary. The material. election and
processing sequence must take into con-
siderarion lite mass of the pan and the
hardenability of the material, a these
influence the depth of hardening in the
core treating process. Heavier sectioned
parts and coarser pitches require higher
harden ability materials or premachiaing
for proper core treating response. Good
hardening respon e is also needed when
core treating prior to nitriding because
the tempering temperature must be at.
least 50°F higher than the nitriding tern-
perature, or typically at least. L050°F, to
insure dimensional. stability durrng
nitriding.

Case Hardening Processes for .High
Performance Gears

High performance gear generally
require case hardening to produce the
required mechanical properties. Contour
and teeth-to-tooth progressive induction
hardening, carburizing and hardening.
and nitnding are therefore preferred
while processes such as spin name hard-
ening and conventional single-shot
induction hardening are not capable of
producing the required properties.

Each ofthe above processes is unique

Fcigure1-An 'etchedl section ola ·gear that has
been casa Ihardened by progressi.ve induction
hardening.
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tionsin whichthe gears will operate, the
peeds and power robe transmitted. and

the de ign We. This data will in tum
defme the si.zeand shape of the gears and,

I"~, along with the load carrying capacity
required and the volume to be produced,
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allow material selection in conjunction
with the choice of heat treatment to
achieve the required mechanical proper-
lies.

The improved mechanical properties
achieved by case hardening dictate thar
v.irtually all high performance gears are

Figure, 2-A load of Ilarge· 'gears a.re u.ansfelrJ'ed
into a furnace' for carbulizing.

processed in this manner. Still, we will
include through hardening for coretreat-
ing 1.1lour discussion becau e it i
required to achieve the desired properties
when induction hardening and nitridiing.

Through. Hardening. 'General.
RequiJlements for Core 11reating

Figure J-A load of large pinions are transfened
into .afumllce for carburizing'. Core treating prior to induction hard- and has its awn set of pluses and minus-

ening and nitriding is used to obtain both es relative to each other. Contour and
!he desired microstructure for subsequent
processing and the required mechanical
properties in the finished part. Jn most
cases, core treating is accomplished by
hardening and tempering 'the parts prior to
gear cutting, A hardness range of 2S-32
HRC (269-302 HBN) is commonly pec-
ifiedin order to obtain good mechanical

tooth-to-tooth .inductionhar·dening in-
vel ve heating and hardening only a smaJIl
portion of the gear, '0 size change and
distortion are relatively m.all, especially
when compared with tho e produced
during hardening of a carburized part.
Contour induction hardening is suitable
only for small- to medium-sized gears in
high volume application .properties without severely sacrificing

machinability. In contrast, tooth-to-rooth induction
Figure ·/l-Carbu riz·ed '1/8ars are transfemld from
the lIeatingcliamber into the q,uench section for However. higher core hardnesses are hardening is cost effective only for low
Ihardening. u ed where increased strength level are volume applications. Also, not aU parts
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IFigun" 5-A lugol carbulized pinion is traos-
terred 101the oillque nch 'nlk for I arillaning!.

can be hardened by either type of induc-
tion hardening due to their -ize and
shape. and neither type of induction
hardened gears has quite as high a load
carrying capability as carburized and
hardened gears.

For some applications. nitriding is
the heat treatment of choice because
very good mechanical properties are
achieved, Also. it produces distortion
and size change so small and predictable
that generally hard finishing is not
required. itriding, however. involves
long cycle time and is therefore very
costly when trying 10 obtain deeper ca e

Figure, 6-Carbur;j'zed Case Depth Requirements. ICOU:rtBSYof AGM'A.I

through each tooth space. Controlling the lower cost grades. such as 15B41, we
power input and scanning speed progres- utilized where tile material's hardeaabil-
sively harden the active profile and root ity is matched to the specific part
area of each adjacent tooth face to the
desired depth. Since the size of the air gap
between the inductor and the tooth sur-

requirements and large enough quantities
are used so that availability i not an
issue.

Contour Induction H.ardening
For higher volume applications of

small- to medium-sized gears ill the 8--4
DP range, contour induction hardening is
a viable option and call compete with
carburized gearing. Contour induction
hardening i similar in appearance 10 the
classic single shot, spin induction

face is critical, a custom inductor is often
required 'for each gear design. For fine- to
medium-pitch gears. this process is gen-
erally perfonned with the part submerged
in a qaenchant,

As each tooth space must be individu-
ally canned the floor-to-floor time for
hardening a gear in this manner is rela-
tively long when compared to contour
hardening where all the teeth are hard-

i process where the gear is rotated in an
I induction coil to heat the teeth and then

i ened at one time, Offsetting this is the i
required. carburizing and hardening i.s i versatility and size range capability of the 'Iiusual\y relied upon because itproduces i tooth-to-tooth proces . Gears from 10-1
excellent mechanical properties and is I) DP are routinely hardened in thi manner. i
suitable for low and high volume appli- To determine the case depth and pattern !
cation. Size change and di tortion call I produced. it is necessary to cross-section II

'.'.Gera,l~dJ. Wolfbe erious problems, but they can be I,' several teeth from a hardened gear in con- i is (l gear/ileal treat consultam
dealt w.ith. ! trast to being able to check a test piece I who specializes i/I gear faillln!

Tootb-to-Tootb Progressive Induction i when carbunzing or nitriding (see Fig. 1). analysis and materials. A metal-

H d . ! A core treated, medium-carbon alloy lurgical engineer; Wol/wasprf-

Tooth-to-too:~n::i:n hardening L ! steel, uch as 4142, 4[50 or 4340. is gen- viously president a/Tire
. Cincinnati Steel Treating Co. of

often used for .loWIO medium volume I erally specified for most applications Cincinnati, OH. He has mort

requirements when Ihe ize or de ign of j with the choice dictated by the diametral than 30 years of experience ill
. . h d si f h Til I ·h· the Ileal trearing industry. Hetile part allow this proce s to be used, ',' pile an SIZe,0 u e gear: .. e .arger t e spell! !lIe lasl 25 of Ill.Ose ye(lr~

In tooth-to-tooth induction hardening. an i part and coarser the pitch, the higher the 01 Cincinnati Steel Treating.
!

inductor with a profile matching the hardenability reqaired for good hardening specializing ill heat treating
shape of the tooth space is traversed response, In higher volume applica.tions, gears.
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depths required for coarser pitches.
But where the best performance is Quenched in place. In most ca es, how-

ever, this through harden rather than
case hardens the teeth. The contour
induction hardening process has been
developed ro produce a heal pattern that

http://www.powertr.s'lJsmiss;on.com-


follow the profile of the teeth and pro-
duces a true case hardened tooth. This is
generally accomplished through the use
of high intensity. multistage heating
where the teeth are first preheated using
a low frequency. and then the tooth sur-
(aces are rap.idly heated witll a burst of
high power. high frequency energy.

The nature of contour induction hard-
ening requires thai the tooling. proces
parameters and equipment be tailored to

.. HEATTREATING _

each application. Multiple. high-pewered
power supplies with very sophisticated
control ystems are necessary. Thi
makes the process capital-intensive and
eldom practical for lower volume appli-

cations, but justifiable for higher vol-
umes. Another advantage it has over all

other gear hardening processes is that it
lends itself to integration into manufac-
turing cell , especially when combined

with induction tempering.

[Q)[ruD~t~~~
- precision thr,ough dlamondl---

PATENTED PC,D' REINIFORCING
IFOR, DIRECT PLATED DRESSE,R,S

We will design, bUild and guarantee from your 'gear summary charts gear dressers for
Reishauer SPA and !Fassler I!ISASystems-Direct-Plated or Sintered-Bond Single- or
Double-Sided Dressers.

WE ,811sopmduce
gear dressers for
• GJeasonTAGi

Gleason Plauter
& '6II'eason IPhoeniill

'. liebherr
'. Klingalnberg
,·O'erlikon-Opall
• lII~oefleJ
• liturth
• Kapil
• Niles
, Samputensili
'. Mikron
'. Maag
• Cse,pell

We affer our Icus1omers,
'IHighest Accuracy
.' Fastest IDelivery

- Competitive Prlices
-IRela,p & ReplaCing Service

Call or fax us your gea,r dresser requirements.
YOUI will quicklV discover what leading U.S. g'ear producers have Ilearned.

DR. KAISER: gealr dressers are the best value available.
Dis1ri!luted by~

S.L.Munson
&: Company

401 Hugef St. ColumJ!ia. SC 29201
IPhone: 1-800-775-1390 .IFax: 1-1IQ3.i9Z9-0507
IE-mail: info@slmunson.com

Carburi!zing and Hardening
Of the ca e hardening proce ses. car-

burizing and hardening i the mo Iwide-
ly used process today for heat treating
high perfermance gears. It is adaptable to
both high and low volume requirements
as well as to both large and small parts
(see Figs. 2 and 3). And, with the proper
choice of materials and processing tech-
niques. it will produce the highe t allow-
able contact and bending stress ratings
obtainable.

o achieve the desi.red result. it is
irnpestant 'that the material selection be

in accord with the nature and size of the
gear as well a it erviee requirements.
All carburizing grades are low carbon
alloy steels. but coarser pitch. heavier
ections and more severe service necessi-

tate using higher hardenability, higher
alloy. and more expensive materials.
Common grades in increasing harden-
ability are: 4118. 8620. 8822. 4320,
4820. 9310 and 17CrNiMo6. These
materials areal 0 produced in different
quality level to comply with the differ-
ent AGMA grade requirements, depend-
ing on service requirements,

It is recommended that, prier to
machining, the lower alloygrades be

normalized and the higher alloy grades
be normalized and tempered or normal-
ized. quenched and tempered to obtain
improved machinability a well a more
reproducible size change and dn rortion
re ults during sub equent carburizing
and hardening.

From a manufacturing standpoint. the

f"igurel-A load 0·1 die.se'11 engine gears is
removedlfrom the' fu~n_l:e after nitriding.
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O.Q01 2 3 5 7 0.010 2 3 5 7 0.100
Total !lBSlB 'depth, he ." •• IOOi'les

Figurel 8--Nitrid'ed tau IlJepthRequirements. (Courtesy 0·( AGMAI
mo t seriou problem with carburized of theseproces es require handling each
gearing i the size change and distortion part individually, they often ignificanlly
thai. occur during hardening. Thi i increase proce sing co t .

very design-dependent, Gears that have Th depth of the carburized case must
nonsyrnmetrical C[(10SS ection or are be in a cord with the diametral pitch and
heavily relieved for mass reduction will service requirements of the gear. Coarser
present more problems than relatively pitches and more severe applications
olid symmetrical part . require deeper cases..igure 6 hows the

While proper fixu.tring must be AGMA chart for determining the effee-
employed during earbunzing to mini- tive case depth to be used for a given
mize creep-induced distonion, pan ori-
entation during hard' ning is most critical
in order to obtain a unjform quench.
Quenching in hOI (250-350°F) oil, mar-
quenching and high-pres ure gas
quenching can often be employed to
reduce the size change and distortion but,
ince Lhey <ICe lower quenche . it is

often neee ary to use a higher harden-
ability grade than nece ary with con-
ventional oil. quenching ( ee Fig. 4 and
5).

When the de ign of the gear i such
'that exce ive distortion is produced dur-
ing free quenching, technique uchas
plug and/or press quenching should be
used. For ize and shape control of thln-

alled gears and internal spline , plug
quenching i recommended. Howe ver,
where the movement of the whole gear
must be controlled, pres quenching is
nece: sary, This require th availability
of a.suitably sized quench pre sand gen-
erally custom tooling for holding the part
during the quenching prooe s, Since both

diarnetral pitch. The effective case depth
is typically defined as the depth at which
the hardness has decreased to 50 HRC
and is measured on a repre entative lest
sample or a sectioned part.

!itriding
Nilridingis another case hardening

process that has been gaining populnrity
foruse on high performance gearing due
to advance that have been made in both
gas and ion nitriding, Nitriding produce
a hard urface with excellent wear prop-
erties, improved cerro ion resistance and
very good high-cycle fatigue propertic .
This is a rather unique proces in thar itis
performedat a relatively low tempera-
ture, in the 950-1,OSO°F range, and
quenching is not involved. Since the base
material does not go through any structur-
a] change, size change and dis tnrtion are
very low. and rarelyi any finishing nee-
e ary after nitriding (see Fig. 7). The
processing lime required. however. is rel-
atively long, especially for coal' er diame-
teal pitches where deeper co. e depths are

- I
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I

Tabl.,1'-Allowabl. lIesign Stress, 'fOf Steall Gaars,' I

II Contact !Bending
Heat Treatment Malariel Minimum Strass Stress!

Surface [KSI] [KSII
Hardness GR' GR2 GII3 GRI GJIl GR3

Through Hardened 414n!4340 32 HRC 127 140 I 36 48
43 HRC '60 '75 43 58

Induction Hardened' I 104f¥'4340 MHRC 175 195 II 45 55
Ca rburized and

II

I

Hardened 11820,19310 58 HRC' 1110 225 215
I 55 65 75

NitrideII' 414014340 84,5 HR15N 155 168 180 31 50
NitrallQY 135M 9OHR15NJ 170 183 195 36 50

, 31CIMoV9' !lOHR15N --'li 196 216 " 52 60'

'Table compiles datafrom various tables and graphs in ANSIIAGMA 2OO1-C95,
'Tooth-la-tooth and contour induction hardening', with ANSI/AGMA type A pattern.
'Minimum surface hardness of 55 HRC is acceptable for GAl; all other grades raqulra a
minimum of 58 NRC•
• !Basically thesame as 2,5~Cr wiUlout AI.
'The seven bending 51Iess values for nitrided materials, Bre based on a core hardness
01300 HB

~....,,"4"~
~6ll1bt

Precision Made - Cost Effective
011€! Statement tritb Tu'O ()iJjectil'es

Dragon Precision Tools from Korea.
Noticeable Different. Clearly Superior.

DRAGON PRECISION TOOLS CO., LTD.
Represented Exclusively In the USA by:

440.331.0038

* needed.

Three different types of medium-car-
bon alloy reels are used for nitrided gears,
depending on the ervice requirement . In
aU case • core treating is employed 10 pro-
duce both the desired strength and the
structure needed for good nitriding

response. When the service requirements
ace not too severe, 4140 or 4340 i typical-

ly speci:fied. For more demanding applica-

tions,it is necessary 10 use a grade, such as
Nitralloy 135M or 31CrMoV9. that is

especially designed for nitriding. .iguTe 8
shows the AGMA chart for determining
the total nitrided case depth required for

different diarnetral pitches.
Summary

The purpose of this paper was to give a

general overview of the different heat treat

proce ses alld material used in hlgh per-
formance gearing and thus help guide the
designer and process engineer in making
the best election for a given job. 'Iable ]
outline values of contact and bending

allowable stre ses for each of the afore-
mentioned hardening processes. For full

data and detail, ee ANSIIAGMA 2001-

C9S.0

This arfic'le was given as a presentation at
the' Heat l'ireating & Hardeningl of Gears
ZOOZTechnical Program. in N'ashville .•TN.
on January 29,. 2002 .. thaI program was
organiz.ed: by Ihe' Society lid Manufacturing
Engineers.

*Table 1 is al revision 10' ma:t,eriallpresent-
ed in ANSJ!lAGMA 2001-&95. The orig'inall
materia'i is, printed with permission ot Ute,
copyrlight hol'der~ the' American IG:ear
MainufacturersAssociation. 150D King
.Street,. Suit,e 201, Alexandr;ia, Virginia
22314. Statements p'resented are lhose of
the author and may not represenUhe IPosii-
lion of die American IGear Manufacturers
Association.
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Greater Columbus Converrrion Center • Columbus, Ohio • October 5~8, 2003-
Corrections

In Gear Technology's article ,titled "Direct Gear Dejgn for Spur and Helical Involute Gears" (SeptemberfOcI.ober
2002), references S, 6 and 8 were printed incorrectly. The correct references are as follows:
5. Kleiss, R.E., A.L Kapelevich. and N.1. Klei s, New Opportunities willi Molded GearJ',AGMA Fall Technical'
Meeting. Detroit, October 3-5, 200[' (OIFTM9) ..
6. Vulgakov, E.B-. and A.L. Kapelevich. "Expanding the Range of Involute Helical Gearing," Vesrnik
Masliinostroe.rI'i),o. ]982-. Is ue J, pp, 12-1.4 (in Ru ian). Translated to Engli h, Soviet Engineering Re earch. Vol.
2. I ue J, ]982. pp, 8-9.
8. Litvin, F.L., Q. Lian, and AL. Kapelevich. "Asymmetric modified gear drives: reduction of noise, localization
of contact, simulation of meshing and. stress analysi ," Computer Mel'hods.in Applied Mechanics alld Ellgilleeri'J'g,
2000, Issue 188, pp. 363-390.

We would also like to make the following corrections regarding Gear Technology'S bnuary/February 2003 is ue:
L) In the article "Spiral Bevel Gear Development Eliminating Trial and Error with Computer Teclmology,"
Jo eph L. Anrin's autho]' biography _ay he started in the gear indu IfY asa machmi I. at "Indiana Gear of
Plymouth •.IN. in ~959'." The biography: hould ay "IndianaGear of'Iadianapolis. IN, in 1959,"
2.) In the article "A Man and Hi Mania for Antique Machine ," the Sloan and Chace Mfg. Co. was formed in
1872 and Sloan's name wasA.K. Sloan, nor Charles T.. Sloan.

We apologize for any inconvenience.
-The Editors
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March ] 9-20- Toleranoe Stacks Using Geometric
Dimensioning & Toieranoing, Level 2. Holiday Inn, Chicago
City Center, Chicago, IL. Focuses OIl detailed procedures for per-
forming tolerance tacks on parts and assernblie , includingbolh
coordinate and geometric dimen ions and tolerances. 1b..iscourse
is suitable for engineers and designers familiar wilh the principles,
concept and practice contained within Y14.5 and who are look-
ing for a comprehensive proce s for getting GD&T into a tolerance
stack. $845 for SME members, $945 for non-members. People
who regi ter before March 5 receive the speelal rate of $795 for
members. $895 for n a-members, For more information, contact
SME by telephone at (312), 240-8252 or on the Internet at
WWli~ me.org/lraining.

April 1-'1-.2003 Metal Gear School. Universal Technical
Systems hIC., Rockford, lL. The class. conducted by an instructor
with 25 years' experience, begins with basic gear theory and pro-
ceeds wi!b topics such as minimum weighl design trategies, gear
size, geometry design. torsionalanalysis, gear noise. lubrication
and profile. $995. For more information, contact UTS by tele-
phone at (815) 963·2220 or bye-mail atliClies@lIts.com.

April 7-l2-UanDover World Failr for Industrial Technol-
ogy. Hannover Fairground. Hannover, Germany, This is a. erie
of trade show taking place at the same venue that compri e the
world' largest concentration of indu tri.:JiI technology ..The eight
separate trade shows include factory automation; micretcchnol-
ogy; motion, drive and automation; energy; compressed air and
vacuum technology: factory equipment and tools; subcontract-
ing; and research and technology. $46 for a season ticket, $22
for a daily ticket. For more informaticn, contact Hannover
Messe by telephone at (609) 987-1202 or 011 the Internet al

wwwhannovermesse.de.

rOI octdilfonallnformarfol1 on ~
.Burnilhfna and/or EunctlDnal ~
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May 2]-.2~Fundam.enfals of Parallel Axis Gear Manu!ac.
tUYing. Phea ant Run Re on, St. Charle . lL ..This seminar; with
a limited classize of 35, focuse on gear nomenclature,
automation system, ba ic gear mathematic ,. hobbing, lciv.i,ng.
fixturing and blanks, as well as other topics. $750 includes a
workbook, materials and a demonstration of gear manufacturing
equipment. For more information, contact Koepfer America
L.L.C by telephone at (847) 93]4121 or on the Internet at
www.koepferamerica: com.
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Bojian Podgomik and ·Joief Viii;intin

Summary
In this study, wear behavior of pia ma and pili e plasma

nitrided gears, made from 42CrM04 steel. was evaluated under
a, lubricated sliding and pitting wear regime. The nitrided sam-
ple were fully characterized before and after wear testing using
metallographic, microhardness and surface examination tech-
niques .. Sliding wear tests were carried out on a pin-on-di c
machine in which hardened ball-bearing steel discs were mated
to nitrided pin . Pitting wear te ts were performed u ing tile
tandard FZG machine with C-type gear. (FlG refers to the

Gear Research Centre, a part ofthe Insnture for Machine
Elements at the Technical University of Munich, Gennany.)

Also. economic evaluation and comparison of hardening and
plasma nitriding processes were carried ,out The test results
indicate thai sliding wear resi lance and, even more so, pitting
wear resistance of 42CrM04 steel gears can. be greatly improved
by mean of pIa rna and pul e plasma nitriding,

Introduction
Traditionally, gear manufacturers employ techniques such as

carburizing, flame hardening, induction hardening, and gas
nirriding '[0 increase the trength of gearing components. While
carburiz:ing is the most common and effective surface hardening
method used to improve load-carrying capacity of gears, the
technique has hown ubstantial difficulties in the production of
large gears (Ref. 1). The quench hardening from a high austen-

itizing temperature often results in unpredictable level of tooth
deflection, helix angle change. and overall distortion (Ref. 2).

During conventionalga and bath nitriding, a multiphase
compound layer is formed on the nitrided urface (Ref. 3). This
layer contains high internal stresses in fhe transitional regions
between the various lattice structures. which make the layer brill-
tIe and can cause it to spall 'off in service ..Such layers are dear-
ly undesirable and hence have to be removed from load-carrying
surface before the gears can be u ed in service (Ref. 4).

One of a new generation of heat treatment proce se that ha
been employed 10 improve the performance characteristic of
gears is pIa rna nitriding (Refs. 5 and 6). Plasma nitriding, an
environmentally clean method of nitriding, permit a fully auto-
mated and controlled nitrogen-diffusion proces . which makes it
possible to perform niuiding without a compound layer forma-
tion (Ref. 7). Furthermore, the low temperatures used in plasma
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minimal distortion and dimensional variations (Ref. 8).
Therefore, by using plasma nitriding, the need for a subse-

quent grinding operation can be reduced or evenelirninared.
More advanced pulse plasma technology, employing pulse dura-
tion and duty cycle control. allows the use of the smallest
amount of plasma power for the process to prevent overheating
and to ensure uniform temperature distribution. Furthermore,
almost every type of steel can be nitrided using a pulsed plasma
technology (Ref. 9).

Experimental
The material used in the present investigation was commer-

cial structural steel for hardening and nirriding, 42CrM04
(O.5%C, 1.0%Cr, 0.2%Mo). After the specimens (pins and
gears) were machined from hardened and tempered bars (300
HVO•5), they were ground (R, '"" 0.4 j..lIn) and degreased before
plasma nitriding,

The specimen were nitrided in a commercial, sensor-con-
trolled plasmanitriding furnace. Plasma nitriding was carried
out with precise control of all process parameters, under plasma
and pulse plasma mode, to form a nitrided case with a nitriding
depth of ""0.3 rnrn and surface structure without a compound
layer (Table 1), which was realized using low nitrogen content
in the plasma (Ref. to). For comparison purposes, one group of
specimens was also hardened (oil quenched and tempered at
180oq, ground to a surface roughness of "=0.35 um,

Stylus profilometry was used to analyze su:rface roughness
and topography of thermochemically treated specimens. Surface
hardness and subsurface hardness distribution were measured
using a Vickers microhardness tester at a 50 g indentation load.

Sliding wear resistance of heat treated flat-ended pins ($ 2
mm) was determined on a pin-on-disc machine. The pin was
loaded against a rotating ball-bearing steel disc. hardened to 700
H-VO.5 and ground to an average roughness value of =0.4 11m.
Lubricated sliding wear tests (nen-aditivated [S[ VG68 oil)
were carried out at room temperature (""20oq and relative
humidity of about 50%, sliding speeds of 0.1 mls and ] rn/sand
normal loads of 60 N and 100 N. Wear tests were stopped after
2,000 m of sliding.

Pitting wear tests were performed using the standard FZG
machine (Fig. l) with the C-type gears ..A detailed description of
the test rig is given by Winter and Michaelis (Ref. 11). The arne
heat treatment process was used for the pinion and the gear
wheel. Heattreated gears were lubricated by formulated gear oil
lSI VG68. Pitting wear tests were carried out as a two-step
process at an oil temperature of 90QC. After a running-ill
sequence (2 MS. at 94. I N-m-stage 5), the test was run at 239.3
Nsm torque (stage 8) until pitting failure occurred. The failure
criterion was the occurrence of a pitted area on one pillion tooth
greater than 4% of the tooth's area.

Results-Surface Properties
After nitriding, both the average roughness value Ra and the

maximum peak-to-valley height Rnuu increased when compared
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with the original ground surface. The average roughness of the
original surface changed from 0.35 IJm to approximately 0.65
!LIm,measured for plasma and pulse plasma nitrided pecimens,
Pulse plasma nitridilng, however, was found to cause larger scat-
tering of the results, as shown in Figure 2.

Characteristic surface microhardness of heat treated
42CrM04 steel is hewn in Figure 3. Compared to hardening
with the highe t obtainable surface hardness of ..,600 HVo.sand
a constant hardne s over hardened zone r= 1 mm), plasma
n:itriding increased the urface hardness ofinvesngated steel 10

approximately 700 HVO.5• For both plasma nitriding technique ,
the hardness decreased gradually with increasing distance from
the surface (Fig. 4). Compari all, of plasma and pul e plasma
nitrided 42:CrM04 teel showed larger cattering of the surface
hardness value in the ca e of pulse plasma n:itrided specimens
(Fig. 3). Furthermore, pulse plasma niltriding was found to pro-
duce almost the same nitriding depth (0.3 mm) compared with
plasma nilriding, as shown in Figure 4.

Weal' Pr-opertie.s-Pin-on-Disc 'Iest
From the pin-ca-di c test, it was found that, under all test-

ing condition, the coefficient of friction wa largely independ-
ent of differences among heat treatments used in this study. In
all cases, thecoefficieat of friction was in the range of 0.15.
Eg;uxe 5 bows wear volume of heat treated pins a a function
of heat treatment, test load and sliding peed after 2,000 m of
lubricated sliding. Depending on the testing conditions, plasma
and pulse plasma nitriding were found to improve sliding wear
re istance of 42CrM04 reel by 30--40% as compared to hard-
ening (Fig. 5), which is in agreement with earlier results (Refs.
]2-14). However, comparison of pta rna and pulse plasma
nitriding hawed no noticeable difference in wear of plasma and
pulse plasmanitrided pins. as shown in Figure 5.

FZGTest
Contact stresses of tested gears (pilch point C) were calcu-

lated using Hertzian equations (Ref. 15), taking into account
coefficient of friction, measured on pin-on-disc machine (v, = I.
mis, FN = 60 N), and load conditions and geometry of testing
gear. As shown in Figure 6, maximum principal hear stresse
oftested gears are located ""0.12 mm bel.ow the surface, which
for nitrided gears is inside !he nitrided zone .. However. in the
case of highly loaded gears. longer nitriding times' hould be
u ed in order to obtain larger n:itridLng depths and adequate
strength of the material (Refs. 5 and 16).

The results of the pitling wear rests are shown in Figure 7.
Plasma nitridedand pulse plasmanjtrided 42CrM04 teel gears
showed greatly improved pitting wear resistance a compared to
hardened steel gears. In the ca e of hardened gears, pitting fail-
ure occurred after ""2 million cycles. Nilriding increased pitting
wear resistance of 42CrM04 steel by a factor of 5. The increase
can be attributed to the combination of a high surface hardne s,
a :fine surface micro micture and a tough core obtained by
nitriding. A in the case of sliding wear tests. plasma and pulse
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plasma nitriding give very similar pitting wear resistance to the
investigated steel. as shown in Figure 7.

Economic Evaluation
In order to complete the comparison of hardened and plasma

nitrided gears, calculation of production and replacement costs
was carried out all a medium-sized gearbox (gear outer diame-
ter of =100 mm and tooth width of =20 mm),as an example.
Thi calculation was carried out with the assumption that, due to
pitting failure, hardened gears have to be replaced at lea t once
during use of an industrial gearbox. Furthermore, analysis of
maintenance in Slovenian companies revealed that, in the case
of medium-sized gearboxes, replacement of a gear takes
approximately six hours.

Figure 8 shows treatment costs per unit for induction hard-
ened, through hardened and plasma nitrided gears as a function
of number of treated gears.In all cases, treatment costs decrea e
with increasing numbers of gears to be treated, as expected.
However, by increasing the number of gears (> ]00). plasma
nitriding became more profitable compared with hardening
(Fig. 8). Another very important cost-saving advantage of pIas-
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rna nitriding is the fact that gears of different sizes and shapes
can be nitrided at the arne time.

By taking into account the results of pin-on-disc and FZG
test ,as well as production and replacement costs, the following
evaluations can be made:
1.) In the case of special, small-volume gears « 10), changing
from hardened to plasma nitrided gears may not be profitable.
However, in the case of pecialized gears ...production of gears
represents the main part of overall costs. Therefore, prevention
against gear failure represents the main criterion for heat treat-

ment selection.
2.) In the case of larger volumes (> 100), changing from hard-
ened to plasma nitrided gears represents a cost reduction of up
to 50%. For highly loaded gears, this reduction can be even
higher, since plasma nitriding gives up to five time better pit-
ting wear resistance compared whh through-hardened gears
(Fig. 7).

Conclusions
The combination of a high surface hardness. a fine surface

microstructure and a tough core, obtained with plasma nitriding,
leads to favorable tribological properties in nitrided steel. Pin-
on-disc and FZG wear test results show that, compared with
hardening. pia rna and pulse plasma nitriding can greatly
improve sliding wear resistance and-even more so=-pitring
wear resistance of 42CrM04 steel gears,

Depending on the production quantity, both types of plasma
nitriding can be rather expensive. However, changing from
hardened to plasma nitrided gears reduces the probability of
gear failure, and therefore leads to a reduction of overall costs
connected with the gear replacement and cessation of produc-
tion. 0
This paper was Ipr,esentedl at the International t·onferencel on
Gears. held !March 13-15,.2002, in Munich, Germany, and. was
publ:ished by VO;I Verlagl in the, conference's iproceedings,in
VDII re;port 1665. Also" the Ipaper was published in Surface
Enginee.ring, Vot 17, No. 4120011, under the title "Sliding .and
PiHiing 'Wear R'esistance of Plasma and Pulse Plasma Nitll'illed
Steel."
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Norma B.V. ASS,A'G

Buy C~rownGealr
The manufacturing sector of Crown

Gear B.V. was acquired by ASS AG and
Norma B.Y. on Jan. 27.

According to erma's press relea e,
ASS AG of Dtidingen, Switzerland. has
taken over the sales and engineering
activities, while Norma B.Y.is the coor-
dinating partner for manufacturing, pro-
duction and quality assurance. For the
'lime being, Crown Gear's production
facilitie will continue 10 be located in
Hengelo, The Netherlands, to fini h out-
standing. upply duties. Soon all manu-
facturing activity will be moved 10 the
Norma production facilities, which are
aloin Hengelo,

The Brunner-Antriebsrechnik Co.
will represent ASS AG in south
Germany and take over customer sup-
port.

Crown Gear, inventor of the patented
Cylkro angular face gears, declared
bankruptcy Dec. 18.

Gleaso ,and KashUuji Add Hob
Sharpen ng Pmducts tOI AUiance

Agreemenl
Gleason Corp. of Roche ter, NY, and

Kashifuji Works Ltd. of Kyoto, Japan,
announced an agreement to develop,
promote, sell and service hob sharpen-
ing equipment worldwide.

Under the terms of the agreement,
Gleason has exclu ivenghts to the sales
and service of Kashifu]] hob sharpening
machines throughout much of the
world. Gleason's rights are non-exclu-
sive itn Japan. the Republic of China
(Taiwan) and the Republic of Korea.

Both companies cooperated in the
development of the KG 252L CNC Hob
Sharpener, which grinds flutes on

--- --

-- ----

straight or helical hobs up to 10" in
diameter and length.

This machine is the latest initative in
the alli ance between Gleason and
Kashifuji, which began in March 2000..

Welduction Merges
With Iinductoheat

Welduction Corp., a manufacturer of
induction equipment, merged opera-
tion with Induetoheat and relocated ..
Both companie are now located in the
arne facility in Madison Heights, ML

Inductoheat has product lines that
range from general purpose machines to
custom automated heat treating ys-
terns, mass heating, wire healing, bond-
ing, 10 t core technology and brazing
machines.

Both companies are owned by
Inductotherm Industries.

The merger was complete Jan. 1.

AGMA Stand'ards A~ai'a'b'e
on Internet. ,CD'·HOiMI

A CD-ROM of all technical stan-
dards will be mailed to members of
AGMA. Additionally, member can
download updates through a new agree-
ment with [he American Natioaal
Standards Institute (A .51).

When AOMA publishes a new et of
standards, members win be notified via
e-mail thai they can access the informa-
tion for free on the ANSI website by
'typing in a user name and pa word.

Non-members can still view the
standards, but they must order them
through the AGMA website.

Under the terms of the agreement,
members are eligible for discounts on
other tandard available from ANSI's
Internet ire,

According to. AGMA' new letter,
engineers and designers at member
companie and divisions of multi nation-
al companies have unlimited access to
AGMA· tandards electronically.

new Abar Ipsen HR 46 vacuum furnace
at its Santa Ana, CA, facility.

According to. the company's press
relea e, the furnace should improve
vacuum capabilities and turnaround
lime. The product will target the 1001
and die, stainless steel and aerospace
industrie ..

Working dimensions of the furnace
are 36" x 48" ;II 33". Load ize in
exces of 2,000 Ibs. can be proees ed.
The all-metal hot zone will operateat
temperatures up to 2,200°F with ulti-
mate vacuum of .1 x. 10.5.

Reishauer ,Expand's Ca',pabUities
for Diamond Dressing Tools,

Reishauer corp. of E]gin, IlL, com-
pleted a new facility for manufacturing
rotary diamond dressing tool . for gear
and non-gear forms.

According to the company' pres
release, the expan ion enable
Rei hauer lobe a single ouree uppli.er
of quality diamond dressing tools in
addiliont.o its hard-gear finishing
machines.

The new series of dre sing tools
include SPA, SPA-S, RP-lSW and RP-
2SW a wen as DSA dres ing, unirin
single taper discs and full form rolls in
single and multiple start configurations.
The RZFfR2P diamond masters are
measured in positive and reverse elec-
troplated versions.

Bodycote' Instal'ls N'ew
VaCUUm Furnace

Bodycote North AmericainstaJled a

Alfie Heat Treat Names
Vice President

Ernie Lackner was promoted to vice
pre idem of Alfe Corpora te Oroup, the
parem of Alfe Heat Treating.

Among his new respon ibilitie win
be over eeing the three .Alfe di.vi ions in
Ohio, Michigan and New York,
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Previously. Lackner wa general
manager of the Waclswortll,. OH. divi-
sion. He has been with Alfe since 1995.

Alfe, headquartered in Fort Wayne,
IN, erves automotive. industrial and
aerospace customer with facilities for
ferrous and nonferrous heat treating.

R.ockwelll Automation Acquires
CNIC Technoloo¥

Rockwell Automation aequjred orne
of the intellectual property associated
with Power Automation' software-
based CNC :for $5 million.

This intellectual property will be
used to provide CNC motion elutions
focused on power train applications,
Thee ohmons will be delivered
through Rockwell's global manufactur-
ing solutions business to expand its
presence .in the global power train auto-
motive industry.

Rockwell Automation of Milwau-
kee. WI. is a global provider of industri-
alautomarion power, control and infor-
mation solutions for manufacturers.

Power Automation is located in
Pleidelsheim, Germany.

lim ken te Receiive IP'ayment
from U.S. Treasury

The Timken Co. will be receiving
$54 million from the U.S. TII',eaury
under the U.S. Continued Dumping and
Sub idy Offset Act (CDSOA).

The CDSOA provides for distri-
bution of money collected by the U.S.
Customer Service from antidumping
cases to qualified. domestic producers
that have continued to invest in their
technology. equipment and people.

Timken received a payment from the
U.S. Treasury in 2002 as well.

The Timken Co. of Canton. OH. is
an intematlonall manufacturer of bear-
ings, alloy and pecialty steels and com-
ponent .

Tell Us Whet Yaalllilik ...
V'1Iit www.~c:alttD
• Rettthil colllllll• Request IIIDI'1I iIIWfII.nllItiOIllfil· _
• Contlc:t compIni8llllllltioned
• .. "e .........
Or call 43HilD1 "talk" .. of CU' 1IIiIDn!
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Ultra Precise Hobs RUSSELL.
HOLBROOK&.
HENIDEIRSON. liNe.

A.ccu.raC)i' Class; ..0..0..0., AA, A
Materials: (arbldejBrldgejHSS

Tethnology: Ory/Hlgh Speed/Hard Hobbing
Ra.nge: 10~ 500 Diametral Pilch

stocx AVAI.LABI.E
11·17 Roul. 208 Nortb. folr l."n. NowIo""YD7UD
T~lrphonr' 201·796·5445 Fax:201·796-56601
.. M[MBER Of OGAMWARA GI:QUP
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ment, tooling
our buyers gui

1 ._ VIDEOREVlIEWI-----

Fundamental:s ,of Gaarsand
Gear Manufa'cturing

SME recently released a 22-minute video, "Fundamentals of
Gears and Gear Manufacturing," which introduces beginners to
the gear busines .

Th narrator starts with an overview of manufacturing meth-
od and fini hlng techniques. then move loa de criplion of the
functions of gears: reversing rotational direction. altering the
angular orientation of rotary motion, converting rotary to linear

motion and vice versa, changing speed and changing power
transmission ratios.

The narrator defines lhekey aspect of a gear. including base
and pitch circle. line of center. pitch point, line of action. pres-
ure angle. out ide and root circles. addendum. dedendum. tooth

thicknes • circular pitch. face width. tooth face and tooth flank.
A ioon as viewers leam the specific of gears and their

measurements. images of gear teeth pop lip all the' creen. The
narrator elaborates on these images by noting the difference
between internal and external teeth as well as the varieties of
axis configuration.

Once a gear's feature are defined. the video goes into greater
detail aboutgear manufacturing processes. ~.n this section. the
narrator focu e all gear generating and gear form cutting. The
gear generating process i broken down into hobbing and shap-
ing.

Several minutes are devoted to hobbing, describing its bene-
fits and drawbacks. For instance. hobbing is limited to produc-
ing external gear teeth on spur and helical gears.

The video also explain how shaping produces gears by rotat-
ing the workpiece in conjunction with a reciprocating clilting
tool. The video demonstrates the use of shaper cutters that are
pinion shaped or multi-tooth rack-shaped or are single-point cut-
ting tools.

As for the other processes, the film touches on broaching and
milling. Broaching is recognized as the fastest method of
machining gears. Furthermore, pol broaching for external teeth
is shown. Two variations on the milling process are given. stan-
dard and ga.~l1ing on heavy-duty machine.

The video also comes with a free study guide and review
quiz.

"Fundamentals of Gears and Gear Manufacturing" is avail-
able 10 SME members for $229 and to non-members for 255.
To order. contact SME' customer service center bytejephone al
(800) 733-4769 or by fax at (312) 240-8252. 0

Tell Us What You Think ...
Visil www.•• IIIt.chn0/ogy.com to
• R.lelllis column
• Request more information
• Contact ilia organization mentioned
• Make a suggestion
Or call 1841143Hi604 to talk to one of our editors!
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_------------IPRODUICTNEWSI------------.
New Geall' RoUe.r from I

M&M PlI'ecisio'D I
The GRS-2 double flank gear roller I

from M&M Precision System Corp, is
designed for composite roll resting or for I
use in a comprehensive analysis pack- I
age. I

According to the company's press I
release, the roller provides. PC-based I

analysis software as well a a rugged
construction for use on a shop 1100r.

A new manual system with plain
diameter fixtures and a dial or digital
indicator is offered as all ahernari ve for
those people seeking a simpler solution
in roll testing.

For more information, contact M&M
Precision of Dayton, OH, by telephone

THE PURDY
CORPORATION

ISO 9001 CERnFIED

at (937) 859-8273 or bye-mail at
info@mmprecision.com.

INew IBevel Gear Grinding
M'achinefmm iQleason

The Phoenix II 275G gear grinding
machine from 'Gleason utilizes a mono-
lithic column design to accommodate
gears with pitch diameters up to 275
mmand has a machine footprint of 2.3
x 3.4 meters.

Also included ill the design is a self-
contained electrical enclosure and
hydraulic unit.

According to the company's press
release, the grinding wheel spindle
allows fast.grinding cycles, high accura-
cies, maximum efficiency and low
grinding costs. The automatic stock
dividing system further assures accurate
and. rapid grinding cycles.

The product. is available with either
Siemens 840D or Fanuc ]60] Model B
CNC controls.

For more information. contact
.a leason Corp. of Rochester, NY, by
telephone at (585) 473-WOO or on the
Internet alllwv.'.gleasol1.com.

N'ew Gearhead from Mi.ino
S86 Hilliard Street, P.O.Box 1898, Manchester, 'CT06045~1898 USA. i

Telephone.: 860' ,649~OOOO.' Fax: 860 645-6293 ' i
Home' Rage: http://www.PUrdytransmiSSions.comIPrecision Gearing ubstirutes a rolating

.E~Mail: sales@PurdytJ:ansm;ssjons~t;om flange for an output shaft, opening the
... °!!!i'\IIIIIii·.1'IE!!!i· .PURDY•. ill· .COAPoF!.Ii__ . TlONIiii!i!!I I

The Type BDB gearhead from Mijno
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• IPiRODUCTIN:EWS _

NACHi
'NlACHI MAOHINING teCHNOlOGY CO,

Giliobol_ IExplertise
For AIIII AIPpUcotions

with continued
IIe,l] die rsh iP""
Combining over 140 years of
process, machine, and tool
experience. enables NachJ Machining:
Technology Co. to maintain industry
leadership by providing customers
with the 'best practices·
manufacturing solutions.

let us help you with all of your
Broaching, Gear Shaving. Hobbing,
Rolling, Gear Honing, and Tool
Sharpening needs.

For more information, contact Cone
Drive of Traverse City, MI, bye-mail at
cneison@hydeburnetf.co.uk or on the
Internet at www.textronpt.com ..

Designed for powering the elbows of
robotic arms and rotating large gears or
capstans, the gearhead is offered in
diameters from 64-285 mm
(2.5-11 .25").

According to Mijno, this gearhead
eliminates the shaft, thereby omitting its
torsional deflection and leaving the
designer with only the gear teeth back-
lash to consider. The maximum back-
lash offered is 5, 3 or I arc-min.

The company added that the gear-
heads' internal de ign concept maxi-
mizes transmittable torque in a short
length. The product family al 0 feature
hypertorque versions in selected ratios.

For more information, contact Mijno
Precision Gearing of Park Ridge, IL, by
telephone at (847) 698-9041 or on the
Internet at }~·ww.rnijno.com.

New Bectric Rotary Hea,rth
Oven from Gr:ieve

The No. 815 i a 500°F electric
rotary hearth oven that is used for pre-
heating gears at a customer's facility.

New Speed IReducer Sj:zes
frem Cone, IDrive

The Series J Shaft Mounted Sala
Speed Reducer Range fmm Cone Drive
can now satisfy rorque requirements
from 450-57,800 N-m.

All gear teeth are case hardened and
ground, and gear data is selected for
minimum noise and vibration. Fixturing
for the torque arm is integrated in the
gear case, which is prepared for the
mounting of vibration sensor ..

Ratios frem 5:1, 1.5d, 20;[ and 25:1
are offered. In addition. the cast iron
gear case is split for simple assembly
and overhauling, and supplied ready for
mounting of the V-belt cover.

According to the company' pres
relea e,. the hearth is driven bya 114 hp
motor through a gear reducer with a
torque limiting device. The hearth
indexe one position each time the load-
ing door is opened and closed.

In addition, two 2,000 CFM, 2 hp
recirculating blowers provide a vertical
downward airflow over the workload.

For more information, contact The

,'rlllclllllrl 811f
llni,hln,I'rf1t1l1ctl
Broaches

C_ttONlGlJiltI
SpIfII Gullet
81/l1li SplJf"
1'ri18rwcn

~rtJt
S/wIIa Ci/Ifefs
RDIiDieI ~
Hob! ,\~Y)
SI1l(W Cull",
Roll FomIInQ RIcks
HOfIfIJ
fJum/shlng ToolS
IIIuIIr GtwJ

INACHI MACHINING: TeCHNOLOuY CO.
17500 Twer£y TIYee MleRoad. Macomb, Mlctogan ~8Qol~·1103
Phone: {S86)·26Hll00 Fax (586).263.4571 \'fflWnochrrtt com
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__ PRODUCT NEWS __ I

Grieve Corp, of Round Lake, IL, by
telephone at (847) 546-8225 or on the
Internet at www.grievecorp.com.

New 'Gearingl 'Component
from IHD Systems

The Quantum Series from HD
Systems is a high torque capacity har-
monic drive gearing component, deliv-
ering 50% more torque than the compa-
ny's other gearing components ..

The size 14 component maintains

zero backlash. 1 arc-minate po itional
accuracy and +/-5 arc-second repeata-
bility. according to the company's press

release.

The series has an outer diameter of
50 mm and a maximum torque of 60 in.-
Ib . Additionally. it is available in gear

ratios of 50. 80. and 100: I.
For more information, contact HD

Systems lnc. of Hauppauge. ,Y, by

telephone at (800) 231-HDSI or by
e-mail atinjo@HDSl.net ..

InwIs IaIIIt SUCC8BI was uIIIzing 011'
state-of-the-art technologies to des91 the
gear tooth geometry and to manufacture
all bevel gears in the PTO & AGB for
Pratt & Whitlley's PW 6000 engine.

2301 Curtiss SInIet • Downers Grove, Il 60515
Tel: (630) 969-7640 • Fax: (630) 969-0253

www.arTowgear.com

Tell Us What You Think ...
Visit www.gtadfJchnology.comto
• Ride this column
• Request more infonnation
• Contact companies mentioned
• Make a suggestion
Or can (8471431"'111 talk IIIone 01011' edirors!
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CLASSIFIEDS
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SERVICE

• Gear clrtling from 1r8,W
matenaJlto fin ishedl parts,

• 'Ground tooth ,gears ,and
pinions 10' 1 D.P: and up to
A.G:,M.A. quality class 1,2

.....-r'..,..,_.~."'_I~
2182 E. Aurora IRd.,Dep' MG. Twinsbllrg OH 44081'

IPhone:,1330l 4254419 0, Fa.1t: (l30142H600
.www.mwg .. r.com .• E·mail: sa'les~g~

Illnduction Hiardening
Specialists in Tooth by looth

'Cont'DUI H'al1dening ,of IInt,ema II
Spur. helical and bevel geBrs
Our gear hardening squiprnent
includes 5 NATCO submerged
process machines and 5 AJ'AX
CNC'controlle'dgear scanning
machines. Tooth by tooth gear
hard,aning from .50P·100P, up to
15 tons,200" diameter,

American Metal Trellt,ing Company
ICIBYBland,'Ohio

PhDne: (21:61431·4492 -Fax: (216) 43~·1508
Web: www.Bm .. jcanmetB/~eBt;f1g.com

E-mail: .bruce@amBricanmetsltre.Btirr.g.com

Breakdown Seriice Available

1351 Windsor Road
,Loves Park, IlL '61111 USA

Phone:B15=B17·8900
Fax: 815--817-0264

Website: www.gleasol1l.·com
E~Mail: gctc@gleasol1l.com.

Sharlpe.ning Service
for hobs" mlllin.g cutters

shaper ,cu,tters, shaving ,cuHers.

GS I

5200' PraJrlg, Ston, Parkway,. Suit!! 100:
Hoffman Estales, IL 6D192

Tel'.: (847)649 ·1450 • Fax; (&41)649-11112

2083, W.lM·55, Wett Branch, MI48661
1-88~R8Iharp, 1-888·737-4277

Tel.: (989) 3.45 -2865 •. Fax: (989)3.45-5860

15BO'Progrenllr., Rlchrnond •.IN 47374
Tel.: (765,)9'35 -7424 .• fax: (765) 935·7631

Rates-Line Classified: 1" minimum. $325. Additional lines $4S per line (8 lines per inch).
Display Classified: 3" minimum: lX-S73S. 3X-$685 per insertion, 6X-$645 per insertion,
Additional per inch: lX-S2S5, 3X-S235 per insertion, 6X-$22S per Insertion. Color
Gassilied: Add $150 per insertion for color. Gear Technology will set type 10 advertiser's layout
or de ign a classified ad at no extra charge. Paymcnl: Full payment must accompany classified
ads. Send check drawn in U.S. funds on a V.S. bank or VisalMasletCarclJAmerican Express num-
ber and expiration dale 10 Gear Technology. P.O. .Bo,; 1426. Elk Grove Village, IL 60009. Agency

emmlsslen: 0 agency cornmi sion on cia ified ads. Materials Deadline; Ad must be
received b) ihe 15th of the month. two months prior to publication. Acceptancei Publisher
re erves rile right 10 accept or rejectadverti ements au hi discretion.

WHEN IT HAS TO BE RIGHT

~[.roo.~~.n:~•.~.t~:;~•.••.•.•:".•.
• SpILne' Broacl'llng .
• 'Gear MelJrQlogy I

• Slock P,lanetary Speed Recluce~

§'I~j\ha g~ ;J.EPAJrl

PRECISION GROUND GEARS
• SpUT,Helical and :Pump ......

Gears 10 AGMA Class 15
• Featurill9 the latesl grindjng

and eNe technOlogy including:
• RelShauer RZ300E Electronic

Gear Grinders
• Gleason TAG 400eNe, 8-axis

High Production Gear Grinder
• Full eNe Multi·axis Cylindrical

Grinding (Inlema! and External)
• High Performance eNC Hobbing

I. Continuous Process Improvement
Utilizing S:PC and Qualily Planning

• JIT Delivery using Innovalive
Stocking Programs

800-447-2392
Fax: 716-874-9003
www.nillga~r.com
email: InfoOnlaglrlgelr.com

HELP VVANTED
MAN!JFAClUfIiNG SALES REPS

wanted for
Frenc.o - Splloe nd Gear Gaging

IMytea - Praclslon Hydraulic
Expansion AIIbo~s .& Chucks

Territories Available Throughout U.S.
CONTACT EURO-TECH FOR DETAILS

262.7B1.'67n
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SERVICE

HOB SHARPENING
(763) 425·5247* THIN FILM COATINGS *

HSS & Carbide up to 5~ Dia.
Straight Gash.

Sharpened & Inspected
Per AGMA STANDARDS

Quid: TUfntllDUnd

KORO SHARPENING SERVICE
9530 - 85TH AVENUE NO.
MAPLE GROVE, MN 55369

info@koroind.com

1000 University Ave., P.O'.IBox.22970
IRochester, NY 14692-29i70'U.S,A

Phooe: 58514i73-1000
Fax: 5851461-4348

E-mail: saJes@gIeason.com

www.gleason.com.

As the purcnases of the
f;ElLOWS Product line .•
we can off'Br you PARTS,
SERVICE, SUPPORi,
NEW IiElUlWS gear
shapers ,and r,amanufacturel
retrofit of your existing
F,ElLOWS machines from
many of the same professionals
you have worked with in the past.

B'DU,RN
,&K!DCH
Phone 181'5)965-4013
Fax 18151965-00191

I!ournkocb@worldnetatt.net
'bWW.boum-koch.com
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WEBSITES :

GEAR TOOTH
IGRINDIING; SERVIICES
Spur - Heliea,l- Double Helical

Capacity up, to 60.5' 0.0 .• 11D.P., 29"
Stroke. All ground 'gears certified up to
AGMA Class 1M on Zeiss-Hofler 1602
CMM. Inventory of grinders includes
Hofl'er800. Hofler 1253Supra, Hiiflerl500.
two Hofler Nova CNC 10005 IFuliv eN!:
with on-board CMM checked. and
Hofler Rapid 1000 Form Grinder.

K'r,eliter Geartech
I 2530 Garrow St, Houston •.TX n.o03

IPhone: 113-237·9'793 Fax: 113-237-1209
Contact: Mr. Willie Whittington
Visit our Website at
www.kreiter-gesltech.com

www.int.l.Stlltetoolcor.com
Tel: 216-6J1-10n· Fax: 216-611-'5431

~
!IINTERSTATIE.TOOIL CORP.

ICLEV~OHIO

cusmM ENGINEERED s
MANUFACTURED CUTTING TOOLS

ESTABLISHED 7960

FIlRM REUEVED & PROFILE GROUND
MIWNG, CUITERS

GEAR SHAPER & SHAV1NG CumRS
AU CLASSES Of HOBS

HSS. SIJUD CARBIDE 81 CARBIDE. TIPPED

WHETHER YOU NEED NEW TOOLS.
MODIFICATIONS, RESHARPENING,
REPAIRS OR M&M INSPECTIONS,

CONTACT US IFORAI iQUOTE TODAY!

:=----

I PrClclslonl Spline Grlndlngr'SClrvlce

fltlrospactl, ~vmmtlrdql •.'DvrvnsCl
SpUna & Qnn lint & IEd'.-er_ -'~

-Tlrplftll!'ffllon -TIIIIlngJLoc.
.SpIL" (kga -"!11m 'GtwI,
• SplIM COIIIts .5oIV!:!plRtpQLn,
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IW',IlIat's the perfect vacation

. . .. .... d~stination for a gear 3fi-.
cionado? Aspen? Too trendy.

. Miami? Too humid. For a
true machinery enthu ia I, the perfect
vacation is a. gear museum road trip.

Like Caribbean island-hoppers, gear
road trippers can send postcards from
their many destinations.

First stop-Dearborn, MI, ite of the
Hemy Ford Museum and Greenfield
Village. The 12-aere museum i
described as "a haven for mechanical
engineering nuts." The museum is home
to steam locomotive repair facilities as
well as Thoma Ediison's Menlo Park
labs (where the light bulb was invented)
and Ford's workshops, The museum
31 0 contain old cars, team, engine
and restored 1880 factorie .

Manufacturing machinery is held in
tile museum's "Made in America"
exhibit. Mo Iof the equipment falls into
the category of production manufactuf-'
ing. Among other things, the exhibit
houses the manufacturing equipment.
{or the Model T cars. Other gear equip-
ment is ssill in torage at the museum,
like a gear cutting machine from the
I890s and various Gleason and Bilgrarn
gear cutting machines. Gears exist with-
in the museum in grandfather clocks,
steam engines and variou other leca-
lion within the mu eum. In addition,
curators boast of a generator that stand
two stories high.

The Midwesl.is home to plenty of
other gear-related destinations. Among
the more famous is Chicago' Museum
of Science and !ndu try. A permanent
fixture at the museum is the "Animated
Iadustrial Gears" exhibit, which show-
cas e gears and motion device from
Borg-Warner Corp.'s exhibit at the
Century of Progress lnremauonal
Exposition in ]933. One feature is
Cartwright's straight line mechanism.

which ha two gears and two connecting
arms of equal size, as well as historic
motion device .

After thai. quick stop in the Windy
City, start caravaning ea tward to New
England. II's a long drive to Windsor,
VT, but well worth it. Once there.post-
pone the skiing and try the American
Precision Museum.

There, you'll find engineering rna -
terpieces, like two gear measuring
machines for involutes developed by
Fellows Corp. (the company founded by
gear pioneer Edwin R. Fellows, inven-
tor of the gear shaper machine). You']]
al a find gear milling machine that
date as far back: as 1836 and one from
Ezra Gould's 1858 collection.

According to collection technlcian
John Alexander, most of the visitor at
the American Precision Museum are
retired machinists and engineering pro-
fessionals, A real crowd pleaser is the
demon tration of indexing on a bench-
top miller. The process involves milling
gears on a 1/8" piece of brass with the
museum's .nameand Windsor, VT.
tamped on il. Museum attendee can

take the makeshift gears horne as sou-
venirs of the day,

000'1 spend all your money on sou-
venirs linVermont, though. The gift shop
at The Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, D.C., probably has lots of
memorabilia available for purchase.
Although it's more well-known for the
First Lady exhibit or the Hope diamond
exhibit, the Smithsonian also houses a
wing called "Engines of Change: The
American Industrial Revoluuoa,
1790-1860." In those halls, you can
find wheels. steam powered machine.
and replicas from machine shops. A. pe-
cial highlight of this stop is eeing gears
constructed of five pecie of wood ..

For those people who want the com-
plete gear-ihemed road lrij) and are will-

Tlho500ntiqllo gaars 01 Tbe Smilllsonian
Institution's -Engines of Change- exhibit ,Bfe

,constructed with: live s,poc:ies 'of wDod.

ing to spend orne lira, the Leonardo
Mu eum located in ide a medieval, cas-
tle in Vinci, mtaly.is the ultimate culmi-
nation to this trip. At the mu eum's
opening in 1953, the fir t exhibit was
dedicated '10 models of machines
inspired by da Vinci's designs. Today,
'the museum is home [0 more than 50
models, many of which include various
type of gears.

How to cross the Atlantic during a
road trip is up to you. But, you're a gear
pro; you know how to solve difficult
problem. 0

Tell Us What You Tbink ...
Visit www.g"rtIchnology.com to
• Illite this column
• Request mora information
• Contact the organizations mentioned
• Make I suggestion
Or call {841143H604 to talk to one aloor
editors!
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BD.URN-&K:cc.HI @fij'
5200 Prairie Stone Parkway,
Sulla100
Hoflman Estates, IL 60192
Tel.: 847 649-1450
Fax; 847649-0112'
sales@suamenca.com
www.s1ar·su.com

234611 Industrial Park Drive
Farmington Hills,
M 148335·2855
Tel.: 248 474·8200
FalI_:248 474-9518

Vou,r globall source for
shap,:ingl maenlnes. The glbball enterprises of Bourn &

Koch and Star-SUI provide com-
plete solutions for gear manutaotu-
ringl of all types. Machines, tools,
tool servioes, integration, service,
and training services are available
anywhere in the world - and right
next door. Calli us. We're closer
than you may think,

Your globa.'11sourcetor
,gear shaper cutters.

2500 KJshwBUkee Sl.
Hock1ord, IL 61104
Tel. (815) 965-4013
Fall. (815) 96S"{)()19
bournkoch@worldnet.atl.net
www.bourn-koch.com
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